Commandership at the Chosin Reservoir: A Triumph of Optimism and Resilience
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There are countless lessons that we can learn from the Marines who fought so bravely at the Chosin Reservoir from November to December 1950. After all, what better example to learn more about the traits of individual, unit discipline, and teamwork than from the actions of those who refused to accept defeat, even in the face of overwhelming odds and brutal battlefield conditions? What we often forget, however, are the enabling actions, particularly those of the commander, in setting the conditions for success and in fostering these traits. The actions of a commander may not always be of a physical nature. Rather, it’s their moral and ethical courage that can be equally, if not more, influential. This is true in peacetime as well as in war.

The purpose of this three-part case study is to explore the art and science of “commandership” and the mutually-reinforcing concepts of professional excellence, competence, and ethical conduct as exemplified by MajGen Oliver P. Smith. The intent for selecting an iconic battle from Marine Corps history to study the subject of commandership is to encourage current and future commanders to survey the actions of those who came before them while more closely examining their own climates and challenges in order to develop and emplace innovative mechanisms to address these challenges, understanding the assuredness that subordinates have in professionally competent and disciplined leaders.

At one time or another, every Marine in their service to our country credits his successes to not having wanted to let their fellow Marines, past and present, down. It is that kind of esprit that transforms defeat into victory and failure into success. This is the real lesson of the Chosin Reservoir. The traits that led to the defeat of seven Chinese divisions in the freezing mountains of North Korea are also useful to today’s Marines. The ethical and moral courage of commanders, while fostering and enforcing individual, unit discipline, and teamwork, will play a significant part in setting the conditions for which the Marine Corps will step off smartly into the future.

On his recent visit with Marines stationed around the world, our 37th Commandant challenged Marines to “protect what you’ve earned.” In an era that continues to present new and more complex challenges, the American people expect their Marine Corps to accomplish any assigned mission or task. When dealing with similar challenges in the past, we have demanded from our Marines adherence to and maintenance the Nation’s high expectation of teamwork and discipline. Whether operating under the unrelenting pressures of combat or in garrison, commanders must keep this in mind. When looking for examples, there are few better than MajGen Smith’s commandership at Chosin. This campaign is worthy of our careful study.

>Editor’s Note: The three-part case study is available at https://www.usmcu.edu/lli/marine-leader-development/discussion-topics.

“"No one can deny that the junior ranks did a magnificent job, and displayed a high degree of determination, courage, devotion to duty and self-sacrifice, but to confine the story to the exploits of the enlisted men and lieutenants (mostly of the infantry) is to tell only part of the story. It misses the drama of the breakout of the division, the success of which required not only high qualities on the part of the men in the foxholes, but also the coordinated effort and devotion of duty of aviators, engineers, artillerymen, motor transport personnel, tankers, medical personnel, supply personnel, communications, and a directing staff.”

—MajGen O.P. Smith
LETTER FROM SMITH TO CATES ON CHOSIN RESERVOIR

by Major General Oliver P. Smith

Craig's return I found that 8 Corps had requested the return of Craig. This was news to me.

You have probably read a lot of misinformation in the newspapers and it might be well to give you a factual account of what we have been doing for the past two weeks.

When I last wrote you the 8th Army had not yet launched its attack. At that time my mission was to establish a blocking position at Yusan-Ni and with the remainder of the division to push north to the Manchurian border. As I explained to you I did not press the 5th and 7th Marines, which had reached the
LETTER FROM SMITH TO CATES ON CHOSIN RESERVOIR

by Major General Oliver P. Smith

FROM THE COMMANDING GENERAL, 1st MARINE DIVISION TO THE COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS
17 December 1950

At the present moment, I am in Masan. I sailed on the USS Bayfield [APA 33] from Hungnam on 15 December for Pusan. With the exception of certain shore party elements, elements of the AmphTrac [Landing Vehicle, Tracked] battalion, and NGF [naval gunfire] teams and TAC [tactical air control] parties, which are being retained by Corps at Hungnam for the time being, the entire division should close Masan today. What our mission will be I do not know. When the remainder of the X Corps arrives in the Pusan area, the Corps will become a part of the 8th Army. [General] Lemuell C. Shepherd has made representations to Corps regarding the need for a period of time in which the division can integrate replacements, repair equipment, and be resupplied. The Corps is aware of this need, not only for us but also for the 7th Division, which lost practically en toto [sic] two infantry battalions and a field artillery battalion. However, Corps will not be calling the turns here.

You have probably read a lot of misinformation in the newspapers and it might be well to give you a factual account of what we have been doing for the past two weeks.

When I last wrote you, the 8th Army had not yet launched its attack. At that time, my mission was to establish a blocking position at Yudam-ni and with the remainder of the division to push north to the Manchurian border. As I explained to you, I did not press the 5th and 7th Marines, which had reached the Chosin Reservoir, to make any rapid advances. I wanted to proceed cautiously for two reasons. First, I had back of me 50 miles of MSR [main supply route],

---

67 The original content came from Commanding General, 1st Marine Division ltr to Commandant of the Marine Corps, subj Chosin, 17 December 1950 (MCHC, Quantico, VA). Minor revisions were made to the text based on current standards for style, grammar, punctuation, and spelling.

68 Masan was the former capital city of South Gyeongsang Province, South Korea.
14 miles of which was a tortuous mountain road which could be blocked by bad weather, and I wanted to accumulate at Hagaru-ri at the southern end of the reservoir a few days supply of ammunition and rations before proceeding further [sic]. Second, I wanted to move [Colonel Lewis B. “Chesty”] Puller up behind me to protect the MSR and he had not yet been entirely released from other commitments.

By 23 November, both the 5th and 7th Marines were in contact with the CCF [Chinese Communist forces], the 5th to the east of the Chosin Reservoir and the 7th to the west thereof. The 7th was advancing to the blocking position assigned by Corps at Yudam-ni. In the 15-mile stretch of road between Hagaru-ri and Yudam-ni, the 7th had to traverse a 4,000-foot mountain pass and was impeded by the enemy, roadblocks, and snow drifts. Patrols of the 5th pushed to the north end of the reservoir.

On 24 November, the 8th Army’s attack jumped off. With the attack came General MacArthur’s communiqué, which explained the “massive compression envelopment” that was to take place. I learned for the first time that the 1st Marine Division was to be the northern “pincers” of this envelopment. At a briefing on 25 November, the details were explained. I was to make the main effort of the Corps in a zone of action oriented to the westward. I was
to advance along the load from Yudam-ni toward Mupyang-ni, cut the road and railroad there, send one column on to the Manchurian border at Kuup-tong, and another column north to Kanggyeo. The 7th Infantry Division was to take over my former mission of advancing north up the east side of the reservoir and thence to the Manchurian border. The 3d Infantry Division was to take over the protection of the MSR up to Hagaru-ri. (This never transpired; and to the end of the operation, I had to retain one battalion of the 1st Marines at Chinhung-ni at the foot of the mountain and another battalion of the 1st Marines at Koto-ri at the top of the mountain. Otherwise, there would have been no protection for this vital part of the MSR). Under the plan, the Corps assumed responsibility for engineer maintenance of the MSR to Hagaru-ri. It also agreed to stock 10-days supplies at Hagaru-ri. I doubt if the Corps would have been able to do this. In any event, the enemy gave us no opportunity to prove whether or not it could be done.

D-day, H-hour for the attack to the westward was fixed by Corps as 27 November, 0800. By 26 November, [General Homer L.] Litzenberg, with all of the 7th, was at Yudam-ni. I decided to have him remain in the Yudam-ni area and pass the 5th through him for the attack to the westward. The 5th had not been in a serious engagement since the attack on Seoul.

The attack jumped off on schedule, but it was not long before both the 5th and 7th were hit in strength by the CCF. By 28 November,
reports of casualties left no doubt as to the seriousness of the attack. At the same time, the 8th Army front was crumbling. No word was received from Corps regarding discontinuance of the attack or withdrawal. Under the circumstances, I felt it was rash to have [General Raymond L.] Murray attempt to push on and I directed him to consolidate on the positions he then held west of Yudam-ni. At the same time, I directed Litzenberg to open up the MSR between Yudam-ni and Hagaru-ri, which had been blocked by the Chinese, as had also the stretch of road between Hagaru-ri and Koto-ri. On this same day, 28 November, I moved my operational CP [command post] to Hagaru-ri. The movement was made by helicopter, the only feasible method in view of the cutting of the MSR. Fortunately, we had been able to get some vehicles and working personnel into Hagaru-ri before the road was cut.

Litzenberg’s efforts to clear the MSR between Yudam-ni and Hagaru-ri were unsuccessful on the twenty-eighth. He reported he would make another effort with a battalion the following day, 29 November.

On 28 November, Puller organized Task Force Drysdale to open up the MSR between Koto-ri and Hagaru-ri. This force was under command of Lieutenant Colonel [Douglas B.] Drysdale of the RM [Royal Marine] Commandos. It consisted of the RM Commandos, 235 strong, G Company of 3/1 [3d Battalion, 1st Marines] coming north to join its parent unit at Hagaru-ri, and a rifle company of the 31st Infantry, which was moving north to join its parent unit east of the Chosin Reservoir. (The 7th Infantry Division had pushed north a battalion of the 31st, a battalion of the 32d, and a field artillery battalion to relieve the 5th Marines on the east side of the Chosin Reservoir.) In addition to the units enumerated, the Drysdale column included two companies of our M26 [Pershing] tanks, each less a platoon, and a truck convoy. The column was to move out on the twenty-ninth. I will cover its operations later.

During the night of 28–29 November, the enemy attacked Hagaru-ri in force. The attack started at 2130 and lasted all night. First the attack came in from the south, then shifted to the west, and then to the east. Our defense force consisted of 3/1, less G Company, and personnel of our Headquarters and Service units. Our casualties were 500, of whom about 300 were from the infantry and 200 from Headquarters and Service units. The Headquarters Battalion alone had 60 casualties.
We had at an early date realized the importance of Hagaru-ri as a base. On 16 November, [Lieutenant General] Field Harris and I had tentatively approved a site for a [Douglas] C-47 [Skytrain] strip at Hagaru-ri. Work was begun by our 1st Engineer Battalion on 19 November and the strip was first used by C-47s on 1 December, although at the time it was only 40 percent completed. This strip was essential for the evacuation of wounded and air supply in case our road went out either due to weather or enemy action. Hagaru-ri had to be held to protect this strip and the supplies that we were accumulating there. The movement of the Drysdale column from Koto-ri to Hagaru-ri would not only open the road, but would also furnish us needed reinforcements for the defense of Hagaru-ri.

The Drysdale column started north from Koto-ri on the morning of 29 November. About halfway to Hagaru-ri, it became engaged in a heavy firefight. Embarrassed as he was by a truck convoy, Drysdale was on the point of turning back to Koto-ri, but I sent him a message to push on through if at all possible. He started the truck convoy back toward Koto-ri under the protection of a company of tanks and some infantry, while the remainder of the column continued to fight its way toward Hagaru-ri. The truck convoy returning to Koto-ri was jumped by the Chinese, who had closed in on the MSR again. There was considerable mortar fire and tanks as well as trucks were pretty badly shot up before they got back to Koto-ri. There were also a considerable number of personnel casualties. Drysdale continued to fight on toward Hagaru-ri and toward evening arrived with about 150
of his Commandos and G Company of the 1st Marines. The Army company never arrived, although some stragglers came in to Koto-ri. The conclusion was inescapable that a considerable force would be required to open up the MSR between Hagaru-ri and Koto-ri. We would not have any such force until the 5th and 7th Marines joined us at Hagaru-ri.

On 29 November, the 7th Marines started a battalion back along the MSR to open up it, but the battalion got nowhere. I then ordered Litzenberg to employ the entire 7th Marines on the following day, 30 November, to open up the MSR. At the same time, I ordered Murray to pull back his regiment to Yudam-nio. Late in the day of 29 November, I received a telephone call (radio link) from Corps stating that the whole scheme of maneuver was changed, that the Army battalions on the east side of the Chosin Reservoir, who were now cut off from us were attached to me and I was to extricate them, and that I was to withdraw the 5th and 7th Marines and consolidate around Hagaru-ri.

On 30 November, the Corps turned over to me command of all troops as far south as Sudong, which is four or five miles below the foot of the mountain. These comprised a battalion of the 31st Infantry, which was on its way up the mountain and miscellaneous engineer and service units.

During the day of 30 November, Puller was attacked rather heavily at Koto-ri but kept his perimeter intact.

On the afternoon of 30 November, General
Edward M. Almond flew up to see me. By this time, he had given up any idea of consolidating positions in the vicinity of Hagaru-ri. He wanted us to fall back in the direction of Hamhung and stressed the necessity for speed. He authorized me to burn or destroy equipment and supplies, stating that I would be supplied by airdrop as I withdrew. I told him that my movements would be governed by my ability to evacuate the wounded, that I would have to fight my way back and could not afford to discard equipment, and that, therefore, I intended to bring out the bulk of my equipment.

The problems of the 5th and 7th Marines could not be separated. By 30 November, between them, they had accumulated about 450 wounded who had to be protected. The only feasible thing to do was to pool their resources. The two regimental commanders drew up a joint plan (an ADC [assistant division commander] would have come in handy at this point) which was flown to me by helicopter and which I approved. Briefly, the 7th was to lead out from Yudam-ni and the 5th was to cover the rear. Artillery and trains were in the middle. The walking wounded were given weapons and marched in column on the road. Other wounded were loaded in trucks. The route these two regiments had to traverse was tortuous. From Yudam-ni, the road first led south up a narrow mountain valley and then turned eastward toward Hagaru-ri. At about the halfway point, the road crossed a 4,000-foot mountain pass and then descended toward Hagaru-ri. This last section of the road more or less followed the ridgelines and did not offer the same opportunities to the enemy to
block the road as did the first part of the road out of Yudam-ni. As events transpired, the 7th and 5th did have a hard fight to get up to the pass, but the descent to Hagaru-ri, although opposed, was relatively easier.

During these operations, one company of the 7th Marines had a unique and remarkable experience. This was F Company. In his initial advance to Yudam-ni, Litzenberg had left E and F Companies in occupancy of high ground along the road to the rear. Litzenberg was able to extricate E Company, but could not reach F Company, which was in position at the top of the mountain. It was completely surrounded but held excellent positions. By pinpoint airdrops, we were able to keep the company supplied with ammunition and rations. It had 18 killed and 60 wounded but held out for more than three days when it was relieved by 1/7 [1st Battalion, 7th Marines] pushing back up the mountain from Yudam-ni.

During the night of 30 November–1 December, Hagaru-ri was again heavily attacked but the perimeter held. We were stronger this time as G Company of 3/1 and the Commandos had joined our defense force. The attacks were from the southwest and the east. The attack from the east fell on the sector manned by the Service Battalion. Lieutenant Colonel [Charles L.] Banks, an ex-[Edson] Raider, was in command of the Service Battalion. He did an excellent job in beating back the attack.

By 1 December, the situation with regard to care of casualties was becoming serious. Dr. [Navy Captain Eugene R.] Hering had at Hagaru-ri 600 casualties awaiting evacuation. These were being cared for by C and E Medical Companies. It was estimated 400 casualties would be brought in if the Army battalions east of the reservoir broke out. (Actually, we eventually evacuated more than 900 men from these battalions). We estimated the 5th and 7th would bring in 500 casualties. (Actually, they brought in 1,500.)

It was manifest that the only solution to our casualty problem was completion of the C-47 strip. (OYs [light observation planes] and helicopters could not make a dent in our casualty load.) Our engineers had worked night and day on the C-47 strip. On two nights, work had to be interrupted because of enemy attacks and the engineers manned their part of the perimeter near the field. The front lines were only 300 yards from the end of the runway. The strip was rather crude; 3,800 feet long, 50 feet wide, no taxiways, and a 2-percent grade to the north. The soil was black loam but it was frozen. Our equipment had considerable difficulty with the frozen ground. On 1 December, the strip, as I have described it, was considered to be 40 percent completed.

On the advice of the aviators, it was decided to bring in a C-47 for a trial run on the afternoon of 1 December. The plane landed successfully at about 1500 and took off 24 wounded. It takes about a half hour to load a plane with litter patients. Ambulatory patients go very much faster. At first, we could accommodate only two planes on the ground simultaneously. Eventually, as the field was improved, we were able to accommodate six planes on the ground without blocking the runway. Hours of daylight were from about 0700 to 1745 and use of the strip was limited to those hours. After the first plane landed, more planes came in. Five additional plane loads of wounded were taken out that afternoon. We would have gotten out more but an incoming plane, loaded with 105mm ammunition, collapsed its landing gear. The plane was too heavy with its load to push off the run-
way and we had to unload it, thus losing valuable time. (We attempted to have incoming planes loaded with ammunition and other needed supplies to supplement airdrops.)

I will complete the story of evacuation of casualties from Hagaru-ri out of chronology, as it is all one story and a very remarkable accomplishment when viewed as a whole. On the evening of 1 December, stragglers from the breakup of the Army battalions east of the lake began to drift in. During the day of 2 December, we evacuated 919 casualties by air, the majority of them from the Army battalions. During the morning of 3 December, the doctor cleaned out by air evacuation all his remaining casualties. This gave us an opportunity to fly out our accumulation of dead. The estimate of casualties of the 5th and 7th Marines had now risen to 900. At 1935, 3 December, the advance guard of the 7th Marines arrived at the perimeter. It was closely followed by the column of walking wounded. The column continued the movement during the night and each vehicle brought in more wounded, some on the hoods of jeeps. By morning, the doctor’s hospital installations were full. On the day of 4 December, 1,000 casualties were evacuated by air. On the day of 5 December, 1,400 more casualties were evacuated by air. When we moved out from Hagaru-ri to Koto-ri on 6 December, we had no remaining casualties to evacuate.

I believe the story of this evacuation is without parallel. Credit must go to the troop commanders whose determination and self-sacrifice made it possible to get the wounded out, to the medical personnel whose devotion to duty and untiring efforts saved many lives, and to the Marine and Air Force [aircrews] (including fatal accident[s] in spite of the hazards of the weather and a rudimentary landing strip.)

To get back to the story of the operation in its proper chronological sequence. At 1335, 1 December, we got our first airdrop from Japan. These drops were known as “Baldwins.” Each Baldwin contained a prearranged quantity of small arms ammunition, weapons, water, rations, and medical supplies. Artillery ammunition had to be requested separately. A Baldwin could be dropped by about six [Fairchild] C-119 [Flying Boxcar] planes. We were required to make request on Corps for the number of Baldwins desired, modified as desired. We usually requested Baldwins less weapons and water and plus given quantities of artillery ammunition.

Airdrop did not have the capability of supplying a Marine division in combat. When the drops were started, the total capability of the
Far East Air Force was 70 tons a day. This was stepped up to 100 tons a day. But to support an RCT [regimental combat team] in combat requires 105 tons a day. What gave us some cushion was the fact that, with our own transportation, before the roads were cut, we had built up at Hagaru-ri a level of six days rations and two units of fire. The airdrops continued until we left Hagaru-ri and were also made at Koto-ri, where Puller had to be supplied and where we had to accumulate supplies in anticipation of the arrival of the bulk of the division there. The drops were not always accurate, and we had personnel and materiel casualties as a result of inaccurate drops; however, we owe a considerable debt of gratitude to the Air Force for their efforts.

During the afternoon of 1 December, a deputy chief of staff of the Corps arrived and gave me the outline of the latest plan. Under this plan, the 3d Infantry Division was to move elements to Majong-dong (about 10 miles south of the foot of the mountain) and establish a covering force through which I would withdraw. Upon withdrawal, I was to occupy a defensive sector west and southwest of Hungnam and the 7th Division was to occupy a sector northeast and north of Hungnam.

Toward evening on 1 December, some 300 stragglers of the cutoff Army battalions up the reservoir drifted into camp, having made their way in over the frozen surface of the reservoir. They continued to drift in during the night and for three or four days thereafter. I have never found out exactly what happened. Apparently, the two battalions that had holed up at Sinhung-ni started south and had made some progress, with the support of a considerable amount of Marine aviation (10 planes on either side of the road). Then the acting regimental commander was killed and the column must have fallen apart and men made the best of their way out to the lake and thence down the lake to our perimeter. For some unknown reason, the Chinese did not do much firing at people on the surface of the lake. We evacuated some 900 men of the two infantry battalions and artillery battalion. There remained with us some 385 more or less able-bodied men whom I had the senior Army officer present form into a provisional battalion. We brought these out with us.

During the day of 2 December, Lieutenant Colonel [Olin] Beall and other volunteers conducted a remarkable rescue operation on the lake. Air cover was provided. They drove jeeps, often towing improvised sleds, as far as four miles over the surface of the reservoir, and picked up wounded and frostbitten men. Although the Chinese did not often fire on the wounded on the lake, they did fire at the jeeps. During the day, 250 men were rescued by these jeeps. Operations were continued the following day, but a lesser number were found. Beall was awarded the DSC [Distinguished Service Cross] by the Corps commander.

The 5th and 7th made some progress up the mountain during 2 December. Enemy opposition was still strong.

On 3 December, Litzenberg reached the top of the mountain between Yudam-ni and Hagaru-ri. However, there was still a buildup of enemy between him and us and he was running short of gasoline. In a slow-moving column, there is considerable idling of motors and in any event, in cold weather, motors have to be started up frequently. All this consumes a large quantity of gasoline. At Litzenberg’s request, we made a pinpoint drop of gasoline to the head of the truck column. Unfortunately, he did not request diesel fuel, a lack of which later was responsible for the loss of several artillery pieces.
During the day of 3 December, Litzenberg continued to push over and down the mountain. At 1630, we sent out tanks with the Commandos to clean out the Chinese who were on the road near camp. At 1935, the advance guard of the 7th Marines arrived at the perimeter. Movement continued during the night, the 5th Marines following in after the 7th. In the darkness, it takes a long time to get units in from covering positions and on to the road. When they were only a few miles from Hagaru-ri, some of the tractors drawing the 155mm howitzers ran out of diesel fuel. This stopped the column. The Chinese closed in with mortar and automatic weapon fire. Some of the tractors were disabled. We later sent a column back with diesel fuel, but not all the guns could be gotten out because of disabled tractors. We lost 10 out of 18 155mm howitzers and 4 out of 30 105mm howitzers. The guns were spiked and later an air strike was put down on them. Despite the losses, it was still a remarkable feat to bring out three battalions of artillery minus these guns.

The last elements of the 5th and 7th Marines did not arrive at Hagaru-ri until about noon of 4 December. I was considerably relieved to have these two regiments rejoin. I considered that the critical part of the operation had been completed. Even with two depleted RCTs, I felt confident we could fight our way to Koto-ri where we would gain additional strength. The terrain was not as difficult, it lent itself well to air support, and we were able to lay down preparatory artillery fires all the way to Koto-ri. Artillery emplaced at Hagaru-ri could reach halfway to Koto-ri and Puller’s artillery at Koto-ri could reach back to meet our fires.

After their grueling experience, the regiments were not in condition to continue the advance on 5 December. Also, we wanted to be sure that all our casualties were evacuated. Our order, therefore, provided for an advance on Koto-ri at first light on 6 December.

The order for the advance on Koto-ri provided for an advance in two RCT [regimental combat team] columns. RCT 7 led out. The RCT was normal as to combat troops, with the provisional Army battalion attached. In addition, Litzenberg had within his column his own regimental train and Division Train No. 1. RCT 5 was to follow RCT 7. Its composition was normal except for the attachment of 3/1. Murray also had within his column his own regimental train and Division Train No. 2. He was to hold the perimeter until RCT 7 had gained sufficient distance to permit him to move out on the road.

The embarrassing part of this move was the trains. More than a thousand vehicles were involved. We carried two-days rations and two units of fire. We brought out all usable equip-
ment and supplies, including tentage and stoves. Even the engineer pans were used as trucks to carry tentage.

Litzenberg had not advanced more than two miles before he ran into trouble. Using maximum air and artillery support, it required until 1400 to break through. Peculiarly enough, all the opposition came from the east side of the road.

At 1420, I moved my operational CP by OY plane and helicopter to Koto-ri. My radios, vans, and working personnel were mostly in Division Train No. 1.

By 1800, 6 December, Litzenberg had reached the halfway point and was progressing satisfactorily. However, during the night, the Chinese cut into the train in two places. There was confused and close range fighting. We lost men and vehicles but remarkably few vehicles.

The column continued to move during the night and by 0590, 7 December, the leading elements of the 7th Marines began to arrive at Koto-ri.

The 5th Marines did not clear Hagaru-ri until 7 December. Murray had quite a rear guard action at that place, but came off with 200 prisoners. His last elements did not close Koto-ri until 2135, 7 December.

The advance from Hagaru-ri to Koto-ri cost us more than 500 casualties. Puller had an OY strip only. However, Field Harris agreed to land TBM [turboprop] planes, of which he had three, on this strip. During the day of 7 December, between OYs and TBMs, 200 casualties were evacuated. However, there were still 300 more casualties to evacuate. The aviators stated that, if 400 feet [were] added to the strip, it would be possible for C-47s to land. Therefore, during the night of 7–8 December, our engineers lengthened the strip by 400 feet. Unfortunately, the strip was periodically under enemy fire. On 8 December C-47s began to land and we soon completed evacuation of our casualties.

Koto-ri is about two miles north of the lip of the mountain. From the lip of the mountain the road descends tortuously to Chinhung-ni about 10 road miles distant. At Chinhung-ni was Puller’s 1st Battalion. On 7 December, the Corps had moved an Army battalion to Chinhung-ni in order to free 1/1 [1st Battalion, 1st Marines]. Theoretically, the road was open from Chinhung-ni to the south.

Our plan for getting down the mountain was simple. (However, it must be borne in mind that the enemy surrounded Koto-ri as they had closed in behind our columns.) The 5th and 7th Marines were to seize and hold the command-ground to about the halfway point. 1/1 was to push up from Chinhung-ni and seize and hold command-ground about halfway up the mountain. The 1st Marines, which had regained 3/1 from Hagaru-ri and additionally had a battalion of the 31st Infantry attached, was to hold the perimeter at Koto-ri until the trains cleared when it was to follow out (We now had 1,400 vehicles as a result of the addition of Puller’s train and Army vehicles.) Once the command-ground was seized, it was our intention to push the trains down the mountain. As the trains cleared, infantry would leave the high ground and move down the road. The last vehicles in the column were the tanks. We realized that if an M-26 ever stalled or threw a tread on a one-way mountain road, it would be very difficult to clear it out of the way.

In all this planning, there was one serious catch. The Chinese had blown out a 24-foot section of a bridge about one-third of the way down the mountain. They could not have picked a better spot to cause us serious trouble. At this
point, four large pipes, carrying water to the turbines of the power plant in the valley below, crossed the road. A sort of concrete substation was built over the pipes on the uphill side of the road. A one-way concrete bridge went around the substation. The drop down the mountainside was sheer. It was a section of this bridge, which was blown. There was no possibility of a bypass.

[Lieutenant Colonel John H.] Partridge, our engineer, got together with the commanding officer of a Treadway Bridge unit, which was stranded at Koto-ri, and they devised a plan. This involved dropping by parachute at Koto-ri the necessary Treadway Bridge sections. These were dropped on 7 December. As a precaution, additional sections were spotted at Chinhung-ni at the foot of the mountain.

At 0800 on 8 December, the 7th Marines jumped off to seize Objectives A and B at the lip of the mountain; then it pushed on to Objective C further along. The 5th moved out and captured Objective D above the bridge site. 1/1 moved up the mountain and captured Objective E. All this was not accomplished as easily as it is described. There were delays and casualties. The bridging material did not get to the bridge site until 9 December. The bridge was completed at 1615 that date. In anticipation of completion of the bridge, the truck column had been moved forward and the leading truck was ready to cross as soon as the bridge was completed. Unfortunately, another block developed farther down the mountain where the road passed under the cableway. This block was caused partly by enemy fire and partly by additional demolition. This block was not opened until 0600, 10 December.

What we had feared regarding the tanks occurred. As I explained previously, we had placed tank from the tail of the column locked. The tank jammed into the bank. Efforts to bypass the tank or push it out of the way were fruitless. To complicate matters, the Chinese closed in with mortar fire and thermite grenades and mingled with the crowds of refugees following the column. The tankers dismounted and fought on foot with the Reconnaissance Company, which was covering the tail of the column. There were casualties. Finally, the tankers did their best to disable the seven tanks and moved down the mountain. Next morning, an air strike was put in on the tanks as well as the bridge, which we had laboriously constructed.

During the day of 10 December, both Division Trains Nos. 1 and 2 cleared Chinhung-ni at the foot of the mountain and leading elements of the trains began arriving at Hamhung that afternoon. After the trains cleared the road, empty trucks were sent up for troops.

At 1300, 11 December, the last elements of the division cleared Chinhung-ni. The 3d Division was supposed to keep the road open south
of Chinhung-ni, but Puller’s regimental train was ambushed near Sudong. He lost a couple of trucks and had some casualties. However, Puller arrived at his assembly area with more vehicles than he had started down the mountain with. He had picked up and towed in some vehicles he had found at the scene of a previous ambush of Army trucks. Puller’s last elements arrived in the assembly area at 2100, 11 December. This completed the move of the division from the Chosin Reservoir area.

Our rear echelon had set up 150 tents with stoves for each regiment. Hot food was available when the troops arrived.

While Puller was closing his assembly area on 11 December, the 7th Marines was embarking in the MSTS Daniel I. Sultan [T-AP 120]. The 5th Marines embarked 12 December and the 1st Marines on 13 December. Loading out of the division was completed about midnight 14 December, and the last ship of the convoy sailed at 1030, 15 December.

An approximation of the casualties from the date (27 November) we jumped off in the attack to the westward until we returned to Hungnam (11 December) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIA [killed in action]</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIA [wounded in action]</td>
<td>2,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIA [missing in action]</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Battle</td>
<td>2,755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Battle</td>
<td>1,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mostly frostbite)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>4,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is not the complete picture as there are many more frostbite cases, which are now being screened.

I am understandably proud of the performance of this division. The officers and men were magnificent. They came down the mountains bearded, footsore, and physically exhausted, but their spirits were high. They were still a fighting division.
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1st Marine Division at the Chosin Reservoir (A): June–November 1950

Every single Marine -- officer and enlisted -- learns in their entry level training the heroic story of the Marines at the Chosin Reservoir in the bleak winter of 1950. Theirs is the story of which legends are made: surrounded, outnumbered, outgunned, and in the freezing cold mountains of North Korea, where temperatures routinely dropped to -40 degrees wind chill, the Marines of the 1st Marine Division not only avoided being captured by the Chinese Communist Forces while other units disintegrated to their left and right, but actually re-attacked in a different direction. In the process, these Marines destroyed 7 Chinese Divisions! This, all young Marines learn, is what earning the title Marine is all about! Somewhere, every month, and in every corner of our Corps, Marines will be raising their glasses to toast “The Marines of the Frozen Chosin!” Few ever ask about the quality of officer and Staff NCO leadership in those frozen mountain passes because they don’t need to: It’s simply “Who We Are” as U.S. Marines, right? Former Army officer, T. R. Fehrenbach, would describe it this way after the Korean War:

“In 1950 a Marine Corps officer was still an officer, and a sergeant behaved the way good sergeants had behaved since the time of Caesar, expecting no nonsense, allowing none. And Marine leaders had never lost sight of their primary – their only – mission, which was to fight... Marine human material was not one whit better than that of the human society from which it came. But it had been hammered into form in a different forge, hardened in a different fire. The Marines were the closest thing to legions the nation had. They would follow their colors from the shores of home to the seacoasts of Bohemia, and fight well in either place.”

Did Marines perform heroically at the Frozen Chosin because of our ethos, our core values, and “Who We Are” as an organization, or could there be more to it? Is the “Frozen Chosin” just another chapter in the long narrative of “Marine Exceptionalism,” or is it all this and a valuable lesson on the importance of “Commandership”?

Probe a level deeper into the quality of officer leadership in the 1st Marine Division at that time and you’ll find many of the names who have achieved legendary status in our Corps: Chesty Puller, Raymond Murray, Homer Litzenberg, and Ray Davis, all of them to become generals, to name but a few. Yet this, too, seems overly simplified. Did the 1st Marine Division really perform so well against overwhelming odds because it was stacked with talented commanders? We must go deeper still. Probe another layer down and you’ll find at the center of the action at Chosin a humble, highly intelligent, even-keeled division commander who had been preparing his whole life for just

---
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such a moment as he saw at the Chosin Reservoir – Major General Oliver P. Smith. His leadership is a lesson in “Commandership.”

Smith was about as different from Lewis B. “Chesty” Puller as one could possibly be, at least on the surface. Yet at Chosin, Smith’s intellect, moral courage, character, wisdom, and quiet but forceful leadership created what would amount to an impenetrable force-field around his Marines and his Division: his intellectual power and moral courage truly engendered combat power and physical courage on the battlefield, shaping not only the actions of his Marines but also the context in which those actions occurred. Just how was he able to do this? Why did the 1st Marine Division not only maintain its combat effectiveness in the face of overwhelming odds and near-certain disaster, but actually achieve a triumph that we still celebrate to this day? And why is it that the “Frozen Chosin” has always been much, much more about the Marines, the 1st Marine Division, and the institution of the United States Marine Corps than it has been about the leader who was at the center of the storm – General O. P. Smith? What can we learn from this for current and future challenges facing our Corps?
Major General Oliver P. Smith, Commander, 1st Marine Division. Smith was 57 years old and stood 6 feet tall, with his weight fluctuating between 150 and 165 pounds. A graduate from the University of California at Berkeley, Smith was about as different from Almond as an officer could be. President Truman’s Liaison officer in Korea, Army Brigadier General Frank Lowe, described him thus: “He is tall and slender with prematurely white hair. He is a very kindly man, always calm and cheerful, even under the greatest strain. He is almost professorial in type and this characteristic is apt to fool you because he is an offensive tiger. He cares nothing for the accumulation of real estate in war; his concept is to find the enemy and kill him – with a minimum of casualties. He has had a great amount of successful battle experience. His officers and men idolize him, albeit he is a strict disciplinarian – Marine discipline.” He did not drink and was rarely, if ever, heard to swear. Although Smith had held command at every level from lieutenant to general, he was often viewed by his peers as more of a staff officer than a colorful combat commander, like Colonel Puller, for example. He had a strong academic background and had even attended the Ecole Superieure de Guerre in Paris, France. He served as Assistant Division Commander for the 1st Marine Division in World War II and afterwards as the Commander of the Marine Corps Schools. His most searing experience in World War II was as the ADC for General William Rupertus during the amphibious assault of Pelelieu – which will be covered in some detail below. As the Commander of the Marine Corps Schools after World War II, Smith was in charge of an aggressive group of young colonels comprising the “Little Man’s Marching and Chowder Society,” later abbreviated to “the Chowder Society.” These young colonels drafted papers for the Commandant articulating the future value of the Marine Corps to the Nation in a time of some skepticism among our Nation’s political and military leadership. While Smith contributed intellectually to their activities, he thought some of them were too self-important and generally avoided the backroom intrigue that many of these officers routinely participated in, causing some to conclude that Smith was naive about the brass-knuckled nature of DC inter-service politics in a time of constrained resources. But Smith had served Marine Corps Commandant, General Clifton Cates, well as the Assistant Commandant, and had earned his assignment as Commander of the 1st Marine Division in summer 1950.

---

The Context: June – October 1950

In June 1950, North Korea’s “Inman Gun” invaded South Korea with a combined-arms, mechanized invasion, catching the South Koreans, their United States allies, and the world, completely by surprise. The United States rushed four Army divisions that had been on occupation duty in Japan to shore up the surprised and disintegrating South Korean Army units, but these units were understrength and not prepared for combined arms combat. The Marine Corps Commandant, General Clifton Cates, was not then a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff but had offered to the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Forrest Sherman, a Marine regiment to the embattled forces in Korea. After waiting for several days, the offer was accepted and the 1st Marine Brigade, built around the 5th Marine Regiment and under the command of Brigadier General Edward Craig, sailed for Korea from San Diego on 12 July. By early August, General Walton Walker, Commander of the 8th Army in Korea, had run out of room in his retreat south and was then stretched behind a thinly held defensive line behind the Naktong River in southeastern Korea which came to be called the “Pusan Perimeter.” The 1st Marine Brigade was key to holding this defensive line.

While MacArthur had been considering an amphibious assault deep behind enemy lines even in the early stages of the Korean conflict, large-scale amphibious assaults and Marine Corps capabilities to execute them were not well understood by the country’s political and military leadership at that time. The advent of the nuclear age had convinced some, even after all of the amphibious assaults of World War II, that amphibious assaults were a thing of the past, most notably among them the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff – General Omar Bradley. President Truman had even written a Republican Congressman in late August 1950, who was then seeking to add the Commandant to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that “the Marine Corps is the Navy’s police force and as long as I am President that is what it will remain. They have a propaganda machine that is almost equal to Stalin’s.”3 With Marines then fighting against communist forces in South Korea, this statement did not go over well when publicized by the media. At any rate, General Cates saw an opportunity to get his Marines a larger role in the Korean conflict and in a back-door maneuver sent the Commander of FMF Pacific – General Lem Shepherd – out to visit MacArthur in July with a message for him to request a Marine Division for duty in Korea. MacArthur promptly did so, even though a full Marine Division did not then exist. Thus while Major General O. P. Smith prepared to leave his post as Assistant Commandant in Washington D.C. to take command of the 1st Marine Division, planners throughout the Marine Corps were scrambling to get the skeleton 1st Marine Division up to full strength to fill MacArthur’s request for combat in Korea.

3 Shisler, For Country, 124.
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The 1st Marine Division was brought up to full strength just in time as the 1st Marine Regiment embarked out of San Diego in early August with an arrival date in Korea of between 28 August and 3 September. The 7th Marines were not planned to make it to Korea until 15 September, the planned day of the Inhon landing, and thus could not take part in Inhon. Meanwhile, the 5th Marines had to be removed from the line at Pusan on the evening of 5-6 September which required securing the approval of both Almond and Walker – not an easy task. But with these risky moves all completed, MacArthur now had his amphibious assault force afloat of 1st and 5th Marines and told Smith aboard the USS Mt. McKinley “that the operation will forever assure the Marines of their place in the sun.” MacArthur further told Smith that, “when Mr. Truman discovers tomorrow that he, General MacArthur, and the Marines are at Inhon, the President will want to know who let us out of the doghouse.” MacArthur was well-aware of the controversy surrounding President Truman’s impolitic statement about the Marines.

As is well-known, the 1st Marine Division’s landing at Inhon was a brilliant success and had a profound effect on the North Korean army. With its supply lines threatened, the North Korean attackers around Pusan quickly became the retreaters as they raced northwards under pressure from General Walker’s 8th Army, which had launched a breakout attack from Pusan. The 1st Marine Division’s methodical capture of Seoul caused MacArthur to begin contemplating plans to successfully conclude the war by venturing into North Korea to crush the remaining opposition. Inhon thus achieved two things for MacArthur: it enabled the liberation of Seoul and eventually South Korea from an aggressive invasion from the north, and strengthened his hand against the Joint Chiefs of Staff – who had opposed Inhon – and civilians in Washington, who felt less empowered to exercise oversight of his increasingly risky plans. When Almond was asked by a Time reporter about MacArthur’s success at Inhon, Almond compared his Commander to the great captains of history: “Napoleon, Caesar, and Hannibal,” Almond had said. The names Almond had conjured up from history, ironically, did not bode well for the future of the American Theater Commander: Napoleon had lost his Army in winter in Russia; Caesar had led his Army against the democratically elected Roman Republic and engulfed Rome in Civil War; and Hannibal had lost a war after marching his Army across the Alps.

Still, MacArthur desired to complete his brilliant triumph at Inhon by finishing off North Korea. As a product of World Wars I and II, MacArthur did not fully understand the complexities of conflict in the nuclear age. To him, there could be no substitute for victory, and he probably thought that the

---
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strategic umbrella of nuclear weapons in his back pocket would keep China out of North Korea while he took increasingly risky actions at the tactical and operational levels. Smith, on the other hand, had studied this issue closely in the inter-war years as part of a Board for the Commandant on the future of the Marine Corps in the nuclear age, and had actually developed a much more nuanced and sophisticated understanding of the role that nuclear weapons would play in future conflicts. Smith saw that nuclear weapons would increase the likelihood of lower-level, limited war conflicts, at which the Marine Corps excelled. MacArthur thus began planning another amphibious assault into North Korea by X Corps – this one on the east side of the peninsula at Wonsan. Therefore, rather than pouring supplies and troops into Inchon Harbor to build up forces that could then drive east to link up with Walker’s 8th Army then moving up from Pusan, X Corps began back-loading supplies out of Inchon harbor for another amphibious landing at Wonsan.

By 19 October, the 1st Marine Division’s assault ships were off the east coast of Korea while the ROK Divisions and even Bob Hope on a USO Tour had beaten them ashore at Wonsan. The 1st Marine Division’s Marines finally began coming across the beach at Wonsan on 25 October. Thus, as MacArthur pushed his forces farther and farther into North Korea to complete his triumph at Inchon, he dangerously split his two primary subordinate commands by placing them in positions where they could not mutually support each other: the 8th Army would be going up the west side of the peninsula under General Walker, while X Corps would push up the east side of the peninsula from Wonsan under General Almond. The possibility of Chinese intervention had always been a concern of the civilians in Washington and many of the troops in the field, especially as MacArthur’s forces pressed farther and farther north in the winter months. But MacArthur and his staff, misreading the strategic situation, dismissed these concerns.

On the other hand, as early as 1 October, Mao Zedong – China’s Communist Dictator – had declared, “the Chinese people will not tolerate foreign aggression and will not stand aside if the imperialists wantonly invade the territory of their neighbor.” And starting on 25 October, the same day that Marines began landing at Wonsan, Chinese prisoners had been getting taken elsewhere in the Korean theater, with many of them even identifying their units. Smith grew increasingly concerned. On 1 November during a helicopter trip made by Smith to visit Litzenberg’s 7th Marine Regiment at Hamhung, Smith learned that South Korean troops had identified two Chinese regiments in the area and that they (the ROKs) were glad to be leaving the area as they did not want to fight the Chinese. Farther west on that same day, in the 8th Army’s sector at Unsan, a major engagement occurred between two Chinese Communist Divisions and the ROK 7th Division and the 8th Cavalry Regiment.

---

7 Fehrenbach, This Kind, 266.
When the fight was finally over on 4 November, the 8th Cavalry had been overrun and suffered 800 casualties. Truman and the Joint Chiefs were very nervous about this open Chinese intervention, and asked MacArthur what was going on. General Walker meanwhile cabled MacArthur that, “AN AMBUSH AND SURPRISE ATTACK BY FRESH WELL ORGANIZED AND WELL TRAINED UNITS, SOME OF WHICH WERE CHINESE COMMUNISTS” had occurred on 3 November (he could not have been more blunt). MacArthur chose to ignore this very clear Chinese warning and, as the Chinese had temporarily disappeared, pushed his forces ever farther north.

---
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Up the Mountain: 1 -15 November

The Chinese Communist Forces had also sent a warning in the X Corps sector to the 1st Marine Division. On the evening of 2 November, two battalions of the 7th Marines were attacked in force by the 124th Chinese Communist Division. The fighting had gone on for about five days, during which time the Chinese 124th Division had ceased to exist as an effective fighting force while the 7th Marines suffered 44 dead and 162 wounded. And then on 7 November, the Chinese forces simply disappeared, like they did in the 8th Army’s sector. After this engagement with the Chinese, and with Almond still pressing him to push his Division ever-farther north, Smith confronted Almond with what he saw as the facts on the battlefield. Smith thought the Chinese attack was a blocking action to delay his division so that more Chinese forces could enter the area. Smith also saw that his Division was strung out across 170 miles from Wonsan in the south to Chinhung-Ni in the north, and with winter weather fast approaching and few supplies built up to sustain it, Smith badly wanted to consolidate his positions. He received no support from Almond however. More concerning to Smith, he did not think he was getting support from the Marine Corps senior leadership either.

On 1 November, on the same day that Smith had received reports of Chinese forces operating in the area from Litzenberg, General Shepherd paid a visit to Smith at Hungnam. Shepherd had been staying with Almond and had been getting an earful of Almond’s and MacArthur’s version of events regarding the 1st Marine Division. Almond most likely complained to Shepherd that Smith was moving too slow and that he was too deliberate and methodical for the fast-paced aggressiveness he wanted to see in pursuit of the North Koreans. Smith discussed his problems with Shepherd until 2330 that evening. Shepherd later recalled, “I talked to him and said, ‘O. P., play the game, don’t get so mad with Almond, he’s trying to do the right thing.’ And I knew he was….I kept urging Smith to push forward more rapidly as he had the North Koreans on the run and when an enemy is retreating is the time to pursue vigorously….Smith as you know wanted everything done right by the book. And in battle you can’t always do things by the book. You’ve got to take initiative in combat – take chances when the opportunity to gain a victory appears probable….My idea was to pursue, pursue, clean up those pockets later.” Smith’s discussions with Almond and Shepherd in early November caused him to conclude that they had become detached from realities on the ground. Smith’s conversations with both generals reminded him of a searing experience he had had as the ADC for the 1st Marine Division during the

10 Shisler, For Country, 172
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assault on Peleliu in 1944. In many ways Smith had been here before, but this time, at Chosin, it would be different.

To understand Smith’s commandship at Chosin, we first have to understand his searing experience in the assault on Peleliu as the ADC for the 1st Marine Division. In the spring of 1944, Smith was serving as the Commander of the 5th Marines under Major General William Rupertus. Shepherd was Rupertus’ ADC at the time. Smith learned after his regiment had performed exceptionally well during the assault on New Britain that he had been selected for promotion to Brigadier General and would soon take Shepherd’s spot as Rupertus’ ADC. Smith knew that Rupertus could be a difficult Boss to work for because the Division Commander preferred to operate with a very centralized command style. He did not empower his ADC. The Division had been transported to Guadalcanal following the New Britain operation, and from there it had embarked for Pavuvu – an island about 65 miles northwest of Guadalcanal from where it would refit, rest, rearm, and prepare for its next operation. The next planned operation for the 1st Marine Division would be an assault upon Peleliu in the Paluas island group. But before the Marines could rest and train for this mission, they first had to make Pavuvu livable, and the living conditions on Pavuvu were deplorable. The 1st Marine Division was not then in good shape.

Shortly after Rupertus had landed on Pavuvu, however, he was recalled to Washington D.C. to debrief the Commandant, General Alexander Vandegrift, on the New Britain operation. Smith, meanwhile, worked closely with the staff
and the regimental commanders to improve the quality of life for the Marines on Pavuvu and to start the planning for Pelelieu. At about this time, the commanders of the 1st Marine Division learned that Rupertus would not be coming right back to Pavuvu as they thought but instead had been selected to sit as the president of a promotion board, requiring his extended presence in Washington D.C. for another six weeks. The net result of this was that Rupertus was away from his command for more than a third of the time it was based on Pavuvu (and the most difficult third at that) and missed nearly all of the pre-assault planning for a major assault on a fortified island. This would not be good for any commander, but for Rupertus, who preferred a centralized command style in which subordinates were not empowered, it caused him to become even more detached from his division. To make matters worse, shortly after Rupertus returned to Pavuvu, he broke his ankle while dismounting from an Amtrac, immobilizing him during a very critical period. Smith urged Rupertus to tell his Corps Commander, Major General Geiger, about his injury, but Rupertus refused to do so.

The Pelelieu operation had been planned for 15 September and as August wore on, Rupertus had still not recovered his mobility. The Commandant conducted an inspection trip to Pavuvu in late August and saw firsthand Rupertus’ hobbled condition, but probably was told that he would be better by the landings. During the division’s rehearsal landings on Guadalcanal from 27-29 August, Geiger observed the practice landings and saw that Rupertus was not ashore as he expected due to his broken ankle. Even worse, it quickly became apparent that Geiger was unaware of his own division commander’s injury. Geiger remarked to Smith later, “If I had known, I would have relieved him.”

The 1st Marine Division thus had conditions set for a deteriorating command situation. First, the Division Commander had grown detached from his Marines during a long absence and had not played a significant role in any of the planning for the operation it was about to undertake. Second, Rupertus became injured shortly after returning to Pavuvu and could not get about to inspect his Marines’ preparations and get a pulse of the division. Third, while under these circumstances even a commander who preferred centralized decision-making (like Rupertus) would have been expected to empower and rely heavily on his ADC, Rupertus told his regimental commanders before the assault, “I want you to understand now that there will be no change in the orders, regardless. Even if General Smith attempts to change my plans or orders, you regimental commanders will refuse to obey.” Finally, in an even

---
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more bizarre twist, prior to the landing Rupertus handed letters to his regimental commanders and to the media explaining that, “this is going to be a short one, a quickie. Rough but fast. We’ll be through in three days. It might take only two.”

Contrary to Rupertus’ optimistic predictions, the bloody battle of Peleliu lasted for six weeks. Peleliu was four miles long on a north/south axis and two miles wide on an east/west one, consisting almost entirely of coral and rock where it was nearly impossible to dig a good foxhole. The 10,000 Japanese troops defending the island had hunkered down in their well-fortified bunkers during the preliminary air, naval, and artillery bombardment, and afterwards emerged from their strongholds to fight with great ferocity. Some officers involved in this battle called it the worst of the Pacific War. While Smith had landed on D-Day, Rupertus landed the next day and took command. Colonel Puller’s 1st Marine Regiment was confronted with the Umurbrogol – a natural and man-made labyrinth teeming with thousands of dug-in Japanese – that would prove to be the most difficult nut to crack for the division. The combination of Rupertus and Puller was not a good one: Rupertus was hampered with his broken ankle and urged Puller from his command post to “Attack, Attack, Attack!” while Puller’s natural inclinations were to do just that anyway, regardless of the circumstances. The recent death of Puller’s younger brother in the Pacific War might have contributed to his grim determination to push the attack. Rupertus grew more and more depressed as the battle wore on, at one point holding his head in his hands saying, “This thing has about got me beat.” Puller’s 1st Marines were essentially destroyed on Peleliu, suffering 60% casualties as the regiment was relieved by an Army regiment to complete the task. Smith had seen how Rupertus lost touch with reality and how the command situation -- not healthy going into Peleliu -- deteriorated steadily under the stress of combat. He would never forget.

“When in command, Oliver Smith acted on two simple principles. The first was to be prepared for the worst, the second to be optimistic when it came.” So as Smith took stock of the situation of the 1st Marine Division perched out on a limb deep in North Korea with winter fast approaching, and MacArthur and Almond continuing to make statements that all would be over by Christmas, all of this and Peleliu were on the mind of the 1st Marine Division’s Commander. By 15 November, although several Army Commanders throughout Korea had had their concerns about a massive Chinese
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intervention, Smith alone had acted upon them by doing something. In fact, he did everything he could think of, and then some. By 15 November, Smith had taken the following actions to ensure the health of his command.

1. He made clear to every officer in the command what they and their Marines were to do when the Chinese attacked (not if, but when!): they would fight from the high ground; they would not stay anchored to the roads; they would move during the day and button-up at night; they would use their artillery and their fire support as their equalizer for what Smith knew would be superior numbers;\(^\text{22}\)
2. They would slow their advance (against the desires of X Corps), close up the division, and create stockpiles of needed supplies at fortified base camps from the harbor at Hungnam to Hagaru-ri. Each base camp was to have strong perimeter defenses, supporting artillery that could fire in any direction, and a usable airstrip.\(^\text{23}\)
3. As Smith had observed that the one winding road into the mountains had several bridges – the destruction of any one of which could have isolated the division deep in the cold mountains – he ordered the engineers to set up a sawmill to begin producing timbers for bridge repair.\(^\text{24}\)
4. Showing a keen appreciation for the value of air power and key terrain, he ordered his engineers to plan for construction of an expeditionary airfield at Hagaru-ri, basically to build an airfield on the side of the mountain. Smith foresaw that this airfield could become the linchpin of the entire operation if he were forced to conduct a breakout.\(^\text{25}\)

With these actions, Smith had prepared the emotional and physical infrastructure of the Marines in his Division for what they would soon encounter. Officers throughout the Division acted on Smith’s intent. For example, Capt William Barber -- commanding Fox Company 2/7 – devoured a captured and translated copy of Military Lessons, a Chinese military propaganda tract describing how the Chinese should fight the Americans. Barber also, having watched in amazement as one of his squads failed to take out two fleeing North Koreans in what would have been a simple job for one Marine on Iwo, started conducting daily marksmanship training for all of his Marines. Noncommissioned officers got into the act too when those who had served in China during World War II followed the lead of their officers and began preparing their new Marines for what they would face when the Chinese attacked. It was not a question of “if” but “when.”

\(^\text{22}\) Ibid., 176.  
\(^\text{23}\) Ibid., 182.  
\(^\text{24}\) Ibid., 182.  
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With the entire Division thus preparing for what its Marines and Sailors knew would come, Smith’s final action on 15 November was to write the below letter to the Commandant of the Marine Corps explaining his actions:

“Although the Chinese have withdrawn to the north, I have not pressed Litzenberg to make any rapid advance. Our orders still require us to advance to the Manchurian border. However, we are the left flank division of the Corps and our left flank is wide open. There is no unit of the 8th Army nearer than 80 miles to the southwest of Litzenberg. When it is convenient, the Corps can say there is nothing on our left flank. If this were true, then there should be nothing to prevent the 8th Army from coming abreast of us. This they are not doing. I do not like the prospect of stringing out a Marine Division along a single mountain road for 120 miles from Hamhung to the border…..

As I indicated when you were here [in October], I have little confidence in the tactical judgment of the Corps or in the realism of their planning. My confidence has not been restored....

Someone in higher authority will have to make up his mind as to what is our goal. My mission is still to advance to the border. The 8th Army, 80 miles to the southwest, will not attack until the 20th. I suppose their goal is the border. Manifestly, we should not push on without regard to the 8th Army. We would simply get further out on a limb....I believe a winter campaign in the mountains of North Korea is too much to ask of the American soldier or Marine.”  

26 Ibid., 179.
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Figure 1. Map of 1st Marine Division’s AO October – December 1950
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Questions For Discussion (30 min)

1. Describe the context in which the 1st Marine Division approached its campaign in the Chosin Reservoir. What were the internal and external factors influencing its’ commanders? How important is it for a commander to understand the context in which their unit will be operating? What is the context your unit will be operating in? Should you discuss this context with your subordinate leaders to have a shared understanding with them? Do you think your subordinates’ understanding of the context is important?

2. Our Commandant has spoken recently about the sacred responsibilities of “Commandership.” How would you define “Commandership,” and is it different from leadership? What are the differences between “commandership” and leadership?

3. Discuss General Smith’s actions up to 15 November 1950. What has he done to prepare the emotional and physical infrastructure and resilience of the Marines and Sailors in his division? Is it possible for a commander to “set the conditions” for the projection of combat power and physical courage on the battlefield, or is courage an intensely personal characteristic? How? Is it possible for a commander to “set the conditions” for the projection of ethical power and moral courage in the barracks, in the work place, or on liberty? How would a commander go about doing this?

4. Are professional competence and excellence shown by commanders and ethical conduct shown by Marines mutually reinforcing? How so? How important is it for Marines to have assuredness in the professional competence of their commanders? Will this affect their conduct and performance?
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1st Marine Division at the Chosin Reservoir (B): 16 November – 3 December 1950

Having sent his letter to the Commandant, and resolved upon what he would do to save his Marines and his division, on 16 November Smith and the Commander of the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing, Major General Field Harris, drove up to Hagaru-ri to reconnoiter the site for the expeditionary airfield to be constructed on the side of the frozen mountain by the division’s engineers. Both commanders mapped it out themselves. As an added bonus to the trip, Harris got to visit his son – who had just assumed command of a battalion in Litzenberg’s 7th Marines. Construction of the airfield started on 19 November and would continue non-stop while the Marines were at the reservoir. On 21 November, Smith began receiving Puller’s 1st Marines back from their security mission farther south, enabling him to place them at key points along the Main Supply Route (MSR) protecting the supply depots that Smith had been methodically building up with their respective battalions at Chinhung-ni, Koto-ri, and Hagaru-ri. The 1st Marines’ regimental command post (CP) was placed at Koto-ri. On Thanksgiving Day, 24 November, Almond called Smith to his luxurious field tent for dinner and described his grand plans to complete MacArthur’s offensive to win the Korean War by Christmas.

Almond intended his Corps to conduct a two-pronged attack towards the Yalu from both the east and west sides of the Chosin Reservoir – notably, the two thrusts would not be attacking from mutually supporting positions. Almond hastily pulled a regimental combat team together from the 7th Division and sent it to the east of the reservoir as quick as they could get there. Unfortunately, this unit -- which would come to be known as Task Force MacLean after its commander, and later Task Force Faith when MacLean was killed -- was cobbled together quickly and coordination between and among its
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elements was poor. With the 5th Marines and 7th Marines now west of the reservoir and Task Force MacLean east of the reservoir, Almond now had his pieces in place to attack north, although notably did not pass control of this RCT to Smith. And then on 25 November, the sky fell in on the 8th Army attacking up the west corridor of the peninsula. The Chinese had counter-attacked and the three corps of the 8th Army quickly began to come apart, causing them to start the longest retreat in the history of American warfare. MacArthur and Almond ordered Smith to reorient the 1st Marine Division’s attack west to relieve the 8th Army -- an impossible order to execute as it would involve an attack across 100 miles of mountainous terrain! The Corps and Theater Commanders were losing touch with the reality on the battlefield. On 26 November, Smith’s ADC was evacuated on emergency leave due to the expected death of his father, leaving Smith without a second general officer for the onslaught he knew would come. As a precautionary measure, to protect the supply route that would sustain the 5th and 7th Marine Regiments from Hagaru-ri, Litzenberg had ordered his new company commander – Captain Bill Barber -- to secure the hilltop dominating Toktong Pass; this was also the only obstacle holding open the back gate in case the Chinese attacked in force and the two regiments had to get back to Hagaru-ri. Barber’s Fox Company ascended the hilltop on the evening of 27 November.

That same evening, the 5th and 7th Marines were attacked in force by massive amounts of Chinese at Yudam-ni west of the reservoir, while Task Force MacLean/Faith was attacked similarly east of the reservoir. The Chinese had dedicated a battalion to attacking and capturing the hill at Toktong Pass which would isolate the two regiments. Throughout the evening of 27 November and early morning of 28 November, the Chinese battalion threw everything it had at Barber’s Marines, but Fox Company repulsed attack after attack, with one of the Marines even thinking of the marksmanship practice Barber had insisted upon as he shot retreating Chinese. By the morning of 28 November, however, the scope of the disaster in the X Corps area had still not become apparent to the X Corps Commander, although it had become clear to the Marines -- who had been expecting and preparing for it. The soldiers of Task Force MacLean/Faith -- who had been rushed up there in a hasty manner, had little cold-weather gear, and had limited capabilities at combining arms -- were fighting for their lives when Almond helicoptered in on the afternoon of 28 November. The TF Commander, MacLean, was out with one of his beleaguered battalions when Almond arrived, so LtCol Don Carlos Faith received and briefed Almond. As Faith tried to explain how perilous the situation of their task force was, Almond cut him off with, “We’re still attacking and we’re going all the way to the Yalu. Don’t let a bunch of goddamn Chinese
laundrymen stop you." After that, Almond said he had three silver stars that he desired to present to Faith and to two other soldiers. Almond promptly awarded the medals to Faith, a wounded lieutenant, and a mess sergeant who was walking by, and just as quickly, flew away in his helicopter. Faith ripped his medal off, threw it in the snow, and exclaimed, “What a damned travesty” in the presence of other task force soldiers.

On the evening of 28 November, the Chinese attacked the Marines at Hagaru-ri en masse, and it quickly became apparent that the Marines’ mental and physical preparation was paying off. The most perilous and important mission in the division remained that of Captain Bill Barber’s Fox Company, which had the mission of holding the high ground protecting Toktong Pass
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which would enable the 5th Marines and 7th Marines to make it safely back to Hagaru-ri from Yudam-ni (see Figure 1). That evening, as another Chinese battalion prepared for an all-out assault on Barber’s position at Toktong Pass, Almond and Walker were called back to Tokyo to confer with MacArthur on the scope of the unfolding disaster while the Marines and Task Force Maclean/Faith were left to fight it out. As 28 November came to a close, the 5th Marines and 7th Marines were holding fast at Yudam-ni; Captain Barber’s Fox Company was under enormous pressure at Toktong Pass but barely holding on, although Barber himself had been wounded; 3d Battalion, 1st Marines and several support units were barely holding Hagaru-ri – which Smith said had to be held at all costs because of the lifeline of the expeditionary airfield; and Task Force Faith (MacLean had been captured and died of his wounds) was isolated, surrounded, and attempting to fall back to Hagaru-ri.

On the evening of 29 November, Almond returned from his Tokyo conference with MacArthur with new orders for the 1st Marine Division. Smith was now directed to consolidate the division at Hagaru-ri and to send a regiment to extricate Task Force Faith, which was surrounded and fighting for its life east of the reservoir. It was as if Almond had created this mess by refusing to listen to any of his subordinate commanders’ concerns up to the moment of crisis, and now wanted Smith to pull the units of his Corps he had mishandled out of the fire. On the morning of 30 November, General Barr, the 7th Division Commander and original owner of the Task Force Faith units, flew in to Hagaru-ri to visit Smith. Both commanders quickly saw that the available manpower to rescue Task Force Faith was not available as the 5th Marines and 7th Marines were still fighting at Yudam-ni and the battalion of 1st Marines had to hold the base at Hagaru-ri, again at all costs. Harris did make abundant sorties of Marine air available to support Task Force Faith, but the troops available to conduct a rescue mission were simply not available. The Chinese battalion re-attacked “Fox Hill” on the evening of 29 November and into the early morning of 30 November, but Barber’s Marines held on again. In the early morning of 30 November after a Chinese assault had been repelled, Barber and his radio operator were touring the lines when they saw two Marines running off with their parkas flapping. When Barber asked where they were going, they said, “Getting the hell out of here.”33 While the radio operator thought Barber would shoot them on the spot, Barber calmly held up his hand and said, “Hold on, you’re not going anywhere. There’s nowhere to go. We can talk about this, but now’s not the time. I’ll make a deal with you. Get back to your position and in the morning if you come up with a better plan than mine, I’ll listen. But now’s not the time.”34 The two Marines simply shrugged, turned and trotted back up the hill, getting back into the fight.

---


34 Ibid.
Thus, on 1 December, with the 1st Marines holding on at Hagaru-ri and securing the road and supply depots, the 5th Marines and 7th Marines fighting hard to get back to Hagaru-ri, and Fox Company holding Toktong Pass against massive Chinese assaults, Task Force Faith began its attempted breakout to cover the 5 miles south to get back to the perimeter at Hagaru-ri. Task Force Faith loaded its hundreds of wounded onto the backs of its trucks and started its breakout southwards at 1300. Almost immediately, a napalm drop from the MAW landed too close to the column and wounded 8-10 soldiers. Faith had to pull his pistol several times to keep his soldiers from getting onto the trucks, but the faltering column continued its breakout attack southwards. The column next came upon two blown bridges and a roadblock, followed by a third blown bridge. The column bypassed the first blown bridge and then Faith personally led an attack against the roadblock. Faith fought and led heroically, but was killed in this attack on the roadblock and, with him gone and the column still facing two blown bridges, the unit disintegrated into a leaderless mass of small bands doing whatever they could to get to safety. The unit had broken apart. Over the next three days, many of the survivors from Task Force Faith would trickle into the perimeter at Hagaru-ri by walking directly across the ice of the reservoir. Only 385 of the 1,000 survivors from the original 2,500 of Task Force MacLean/Faith were able to be added to the defenders of the Hagaru-ri perimeter.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the reservoir and still on 1 December, the 5th Marines and 7th Marines began their breakout from Yudam-ni. LtCol Ray Davis, the battalion commander of 1/7, was selected by Litzenberg to lead an overland attack – 4.5 miles as the crow flies but 9 miles when factoring in the ridges and valleys -- across the mountains on a night attack/movement to contact to relieve the pressure on Captain Barber’s Fox Company, which was still just barely holding onto the Toktong Pass, the loss of which would have isolated and cut-off the two regiments. Before stepping off, Davis simply told his assembled Marines, “Fellow Marines are in trouble, and we are going to rescue them. Nothing is going to stand in our way….Surprise will be our essential weapon. Marines don’t usually attack at night, so the Chinese won’t be expecting us.” Litzenberg made radio contact with Barber before Davis stepped off, knowing full well that the Chinese would throw at least another battalion into the attack that night against his position:
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“We will hold, sir” Barber had told Litzenberg. Davis stepped off with his “Ridgerunners” to relieve Barber’s Fox Company on the evening of 1 December.

Davis’s night movement to contact and Barber’s holding of the pass for five days against at least two Chinese regiments’ constant attacks are examples of the highest physical and moral courage ever mustered by Americans serving in any conflict, in any age. Both officers would deservedly earn the Congressional Medal of Honor as their courage and leadership under the most trying conditions and circumstances imaginable are legendary. With the Toktong Pass held, the 5th Marines successfully fought their way down the MSR and, by the evening of 3 December, both regiments were marching their way into the perimeter at Hagaru-ri. The Marines of LtCol Ray Davis’s 1st Battalion, 7th Marines and Barber’s Fox Company collected themselves, carried all of their wounded, and led the way, first humming and then proudly singing the “Marines’ Hymn” while stomping their shoepacs on the frozen road to make a loud and steady beat. When Davis entered the perimeter with his embattled battalion, there was a tumultuous eruption of cheers and shouts to welcome the singing Marines. Smith would later call it “quite an emotional experience.”

---
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Questions For Discussion (15 min)

1. In Part A, we looked at some of the differences between “Commandership” and “Leadership” as commonly understood in the Marine Corps. General Smith took several precautionary measures and actions to set the conditions for the projection of combat power and displays of physical and moral courage on the battlefield. How did General Smith’s moral courage, character, and intellect prepare his Marines for when the division was attacked by 6 Chinese Divisions?

2. Every large military command has a culture, a command climate, and several “sub-climates” existing within the larger climate set by the Commander. Do you think General Smith’s intellectual powers, moral courage, and foresight enabled positive “sub-climates” within the 1st Marine Division, or was he just very lucky to have commanders like Ray Davis and “Chesty” Puller? Discuss Captain Barber’s leadership of Fox Company, particularly his calm handling of the two Marines who were trying to run away from the fight. Was his compassion appropriate?

3. Consider the below quote from the personal notes of General Smith from when he was stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia, early in his career with “Chesty” Puller from a talk he gave entitled: “Panic.”

   a. “Military training is not solely a question of instructing your unit in handling weapons, in solving tactical problems or military technique. It is these things, of course, but much more besides. It is also the transformation of psychological crowds into companies, battalions, and regiments. Once mutual confidence is built up, the officer or man, whatever his rank, who by word or action injures this fragile psychological armor of an army, sins against his brother. In so doing he is transforming the army back into a crowd.”

   How did General Smith strengthen the psychological armor of the 1st Marine Division? How will you do it for your unit? Compare and contrast the “commandership” of General Almond and General Smith and the impact this had on the sub-climates existing within their respective units.

4. Discuss the unhappy fate of Task Force MacLean/Faith. Many of these soldiers fought very bravely and, in fact, protected the Hagaru-ri airfield from being over-run for the four days prior to 1 December. LtCol Faith was posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. Many soldiers also bravely afterwards became defenders of Hagaru-ri. But what factors led to the disintegration of its military structure? Compare and contrast Task Force Faith with LtCol Ray Davis’ 1/7.
5. Finally, where do units like LtCol Ray Davis’ 1st Battalion, 7th Marines, and Captain Bill Barber’s Fox Company come from? What imbues units like these with such esprit de corps, courage, and fortitude that they can still move and inspire us? Does it take the crucible of combat to produce units like this? Why, or why not?
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1st Marine Division at the Chosin Reservoir (C): 4 – 11 December 1950

By 4 December, although Smith had now consolidated his division at Hagaru-ri, its challenges were still enormous. The JCS Chairman, General Omar Bradley, was almost certain that the 1st Marine Division would be lost. Other divisions on the peninsula, such as the 2nd Division, were lost. But again, Smith’s moral courage and character had prepared his command for every contingency. Smith now had 10,020 men in the perimeter at Hagaru-ri to include 1,500 wounded. His first order of business was to evacuate the wounded using the airstrip while also bringing in resupplies for the planned breakout to the south. The Division still had to fight 11 miles south to reach Koto-ri, and Smith was determined to bring all of his equipment and vehicles out with them. Smith’s G-3 later noted that this decision (and its execution) was of incalculable value in the Marines’ belief that they had actually achieved a triumph. Smith gave his Marines two days of rest and started the breakout from Hagaru-ri on 6 December. 5th Marines would hold the airfield at Hagaru-ri while 7th Marines would attack south and clear the MSR. The 1st MAW would provide close air support. The fight south would take the Division 39 hours, and by the evening of 8 December there were 14,000 Marines and soldiers (about 2,300 soldiers accompanied the Marine Division, and fought very bravely throughout) safely within the perimeter at Koto-ri with another 11 miles to cover to get to Chinhung-ri, to include repairing a blown bridge at Funchilin Pass that could prevent the division from bringing its vehicles and equipment out.
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The Division had suffered 616 casualties during the breakout from Hagaru-ri to Koto-ri, and yet again Smith’s moral courage and foresight in planning his fortified supply depots with usable airstrips had buttressed the Division’s morale as the wounded were promptly cared for. But Smith did not yet have a solution for repairing the blown bridge at Funchilin Pass. Smith’s engineer officer, LtCol John Partridge, had requested an air drop of treadway bridge sections into the perimeter at Koto-ri to see if these could be assembled within the perimeter, brought to the site using large Army trucks, and emplaced by his engineers. Smith recalled:

“Oh December 5th, Partridge came to see me and report on his plans. I cross-examined [him] as I was not familiar with all the details. I asked him if the bridge section dropped as a test was damaged, which it was not. Then I asked him if he planned on dropping more bridge sections than required to allow for damaged sections. He told me he planned to drop double the required number. I then asked him if the drops failed was he prepared to install a timber bridge. He said he had bridging timbers assembled at Koto-ri. I could see that Partridge, who had convinced himself of the feasibility of the operation, was becoming annoyed by the cross-examination. Finally, he burst out: ‘I got you across the Han River. I got you an airfield and I will get you a bridge.’ I laughed and told him to go ahead.”

This final phase on the breakout from Koto-ri to Chinhung-ni, set to begin on 8 December, was the most complicated military maneuver of the campaign. The 5th Marines and 7th Marines would have to attack south from Koto-ri to secure the high ground on both sides of Funchilin Pass, while 1st Marines would have a battalion attack from the south at Chinhung-ni to secure a hill overlooking the bridge site. The attack kicked off in a blinding snowstorm with the temperature at -14 degrees. On the morning of 9 December, with its objectives finally secured after tough fighting, the bridge convoy left Koto-ri, arriving at the site that afternoon. Smith’s moral courage and foresight, again, had paid off as both treadway and timbers were needed to repair the bridge, which was accomplished by nightfall. With Marines carefully guiding vehicles across the fragile bridge with their flashlights, the division completed an orderly and methodical crossing, with nearly all of the Division reaching the coast at Hungnam by the evening of 11 December.

---
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Smith would later cite three critical aspects to the success of the 1st Marine Division’s breakout at the Chosin Reservoir. They are very telling in his overall approach to “Commandership.” First, Smith said, “we took considerable time to make certain of the security of the column by deploying our people out to the ridgelines on either side. It was a tedious and exhausting operation to get tactical elements disposed on the commanding ground flankward along both sides of the MSR, but it paid off; the more slowly you moved because of these precautions, the fewer became our losses in men and vehicles.”

Second, Smith credited the order with which his Marines came out of Hagaru-ri, “in good order with heads up, but they [the American people] need to understand it if they are ever to appreciate the moral values in this particular operation.”

Finally, Smith noted that all went according to plan, that it depended on teamwork, and specifically noted that the Marines struck their tents properly “and this was done in as orderly a fashion as if the camp had been raised somewhere back in the U.S. All tentage was loaded on vehicles. There was no rush and nothing was done in a slipshod way.”

Forty years later, General Barrow – who had served as a company commander in the 1st Marines during the Chosin campaign -- was delivering a PME to the officers of the 2nd Marine Division when he was asked by a young officer, who noted the cold, the conditions, and the number of Chinese attacking the 1st Marine Division, “How did you do it?” Barrow simply responded, “I made them shave every day.”

Final Thoughts

Although the focus of this particular case study is commandership, as exemplified by MajGen O.P. Smith, the Chosin Reservoir campaign provides opportunities to explore a myriad of topics that remain relevant to today’s Marine Corps. There are numerous instances of individual bravery and courage displayed by Marines of every rank and background, from Pvt Hector Cafferata’s actions to prevent Fox Hill from being overrun to Captain Edward Stamford’s leadership and expertise in coordinating close air support for Task Force Faith and the Division’s Motor Transport Battalion Commander (LtCol Beall) rescuing nearly 400 soldiers from TF 31 withdrawal from the eastern side Reservoir.

---
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The success of the campaign required contributions from all elements of the MAGTF. The engineering efforts to build an airfield and repair damaged bridges, the professionalism of the medical corps in not only providing frontline care to the wounded but establishing surgical centers and casualty evacuation procedures, and contributions of both fixed and rotary wing Naval aviation. The Chosin Reservoir campaign saw a number of firsts for the Marine Corps on the social front as well. When Ensign Jesse Brown, “the first black man to win Navy’s wings of gold”, was shot down and killed while providing close air support for the Marine breakout from Yudamni, a young African American sailor by the name of Frank Petersen took notice. Apprentice Seaman Second Class Frank Petersen was stationed at U.S. Naval Station Treasure Island in San Francisco training to become an electronics technician when he first learned of Ensign Brown’s death. The wide publicity that surrounded his death served as a defining moment for Petersen and provided him the motivation to strive to become a Marine fighter pilot thinking “Jesse had done it. Why not me?” Jesse Brown’s inspiration led to Lieutenant Petersen earning his wings, becoming the first African American Marine pilot and subsequently flying combat missions in Korea, commanding Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 314 in Vietnam, and becoming the first black Marine General Officer.

Our history remains an integral component to our heritage and the Chosin campaign provides a number of lessons to be drawn upon to continue to strengthen our leadership culture. The use of this case study and others like it can provide an effective mechanism to pass along these hard earned lessons and remain close to those that came before us.

---
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Questions For Discussion (15 min)

1. What does this case study teach us about the nature of “commandership,” moral courage, and the linkage between professional excellence and discipline among the troops?

2. The Chosin campaign was conspicuous for the number of Marines receiving Congressional Medals of Honor, Navy Crosses, and several other awards for valor and heroism. Yet Smith, and years later Barrow, would both attribute the 1st Marine Division’s remarkable success to such actions as Marines properly putting their tents away, moral values in maintaining order and discipline, and shaving. What do you make of this? Compare Smith’s and Barrow’s comments above to the description Fehrenbach gave of the Marines in Part A, noting the importance of Marine Staff NCO’s and NCO’s to accomplishing the mission. Does the professional excellence of commanders set conditions for NCO’s properly enforcing discipline?

3. In his book Achilles in Vietnam, (currently on the Commandant’s Reading List), Jonathan Shay notes that studies have shown an increase in pessimism, cynicism, and the “undoing of character” among troops in units commanded by those who do not demonstrate sustained professional competence and excellence. What does the “commandership” of the commanders in the 1st Marine Division at the Chosin Reservoir teach us about this.

4. Finally, what do you make of the fact that although several other successful American military campaigns have become synonymous with the names of the generals or admirals who commanded them, yet the Chosin Reservoir Campaign remains to this day all about the 1st Marine Division, and more broadly, the institution of the United States Marine Corps and the ethos of our individual Marines. In fact, Marines today even take ownership of the accomplishments of the Marines of the “Frozen Chosin.” Why is this? Why do you think General O. P. Smith would want it that way? How do you want your Marines to remember your command years into the future?
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Annex A
Biographical Information

General Douglas MacArthur – Commander, United Nations Command, Korea. According to Smith, MacArthur “was the youngest superintendent of West Point, and the youngest Chief of Staff of the Army. You can’t wash that out. He must have had something.” Although Smith thought MacArthur’s imagination and determination in conceiving Inchon were brilliant, he thought that MacArthur’s main drawback was that he was a “supreme egotist. That was probably because of his background. He never knew much about anything but being a general. His father was the senior general in the Army, and he lived in that atmosphere. He became a general in 1918 and was a general over 32 years...It seemed like he had always been a general and had been in that atmosphere. Maybe that accounted for some of his egotism.” MacArthur had a poor relationship with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, whom he did not view as seniors or even peers, and was openly contemptuous of President Truman. This would shape the context in which the Chosin campaign occurred.

Lieutenant General Lemuel C. Shepherd, Commander, FMF Pacific. Shepherd was a distinguished Marine officer with one of the best combat records in the Marine Corps. He was an Assistant Division Commander with the 1st Marine Division and Commander of the 6th Marine Division during World War II, and had performed heroically during several campaigns, particularly Okinawa. Although Shepherd was an old friend of O. P. Smith’s, he had also attended VMI at the same time as General Ned Almond, the X Corps Commander who became Smith’s boss during the Inchon and Chosin campaigns. Shepherd had good relations with Almond. Shepherd had a brilliant combat record from both World Wars I and II and considered his “combat club” to be those who had served with him in World War I. Although Smith was a close friend of Shepherd’s, he was not in this “club.” Shepherd had also been accepted into MacArthur’s inner council during the planning for the Inchon landing at a time of great uncertainty for the Marine Corps, and probably felt some sense of loyalty to MacArthur and Almond even though he had wanted to command the Inchon landing himself. Shepherd’s role in the events leading up, during, and after the Chosin Reservoir campaign would be complex, as he was close to both Smith and Almond, and their positions would become irreconcilable.

Major General Edward (Ned) Almond, Commander, X Corps. Almond was a VMI graduate like Shepherd who had risen up to command the 92nd Infantry Division in World War II, an African American Division that had fought in the Italian theater. The Army Chief of Staff, General George Marshall, had selected
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Almond for this assignment because of the unique challenges it posed before the armed forces had been integrated and due to Marshall’s supreme confidence in Almond. But the Division had not performed well and Almond had thereafter blamed his troops. His career was therefore going nowhere when he volunteered for an assignment in MacArthur’s Headquarters in occupied Japan, initially as the G-1. Almond stood out among MacArthur’s old group of “Bataan Gang” staff officers (who were not competitive) and eventually became MacArthur’s Chief of Staff. MacArthur saw that Almond hungered for one last shot at glory and that, with him, he had a willing, capable, and dedicated general officer who would execute his plans without pushback. Almond’s G-3 once said of him, “He could precipitate a crisis on a desert island with nobody else around,” with another officer noting, “When it paid to be aggressive, Ned was aggressive. When it paid to be cautious, Ned was aggressive.”

Major General Oliver P. Smith, Commander, 1st Marine Division. Smith was 57 years old and stood 6 feet tall, with his weight fluctuating between 150 and 165 pounds. A graduate from the University of California at Berkeley, Smith was about as different from Almond as an officer could be. President Truman’s Liaison officer in Korea, Army Brigadier General Frank Lowe, described him thus: “He is tall and slender with prematurely white hair. He is a very kindly man, always calm and cheerful, even under the greatest strain. He is almost professorial in type and this characteristic is apt to fool you because he is an offensive tiger. He cares nothing for the accumulation of real estate in war; his concept is to find the enemy and kill him – with a minimum of casualties. He has had a great amount of successful battle experience. His officers and men idolize him, albeit he is a strict disciplinarian – Marine discipline.” He did not drink and was rarely, if ever, heard to swear. Although Smith had held command at every level from lieutenant to general, he was often viewed by his peers as more of a staff officer than a colorful combat commander, like Colonel Puller, for example. He had a strong academic background and had even attended the Ecole Superieure de Guerre in Paris, France. He served as Assistant Division Commander for the 1st Marine Division in World War II and afterwards as the Commander of the Marine Corps Schools. His most searing experience in World War II was as the ADC for General William Rupertus during the amphibious assault of Pelelieu – which will be covered in some detail below. As the Commander of the Marine Corps Schools after World War II, Smith was in charge of an aggressive group of young colonels comprising the “Little Man’s Marching and Chowder Society,” later abbreviated to “the Chowder Society.” These young colonels drafted papers for the Commandant articulating the future value of the Marine Corps to the Nation in a time of some skepticism among our Nation’s political and

---
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military leadership. While Smith contributed intellectually to their activities, he thought some of them were too self-important and generally avoided the backroom intrigue that many of these officers routinely participated in, causing some to conclude that Smith was naïve about the brass-knuckled nature of DC inter-service politics in a time of constrained resources. But Smith had served Marine Corps Commandant, General Clifton Cates, well as the Assistant Commandant, and had earned his assignment as Commander of the 1st Marine Division in summer 1950.

Colonel Lewis B. “Chesty” Puller, Commander, 1st Marine Regiment.
Smith and Puller were old friends, and had served together many times before their paths would cross again in Korea. Smith thought Puller had been at his best as a Battalion Commander and would probably not have made general were it not for his service in Korea. According to Smith, “Colonel Puller is picturesque. He is what might be termed a ‘character.’ He was always good copy. His men loved him for it. No one who associated with him could help loving him. With all his rough, tough exterior he had a very warm heart. What may surprise many is the fact that he is very well read. He is an avid reader of biography and history. Tactically he believes in direct action. He would have no truck with clever maneuvers, but he did not sacrifice his men uselessly. His command post was always well forward. Often his command post was in fact his observation post. He had a tendency to get all his battalions in the fight. Often it was necessary to discourage this tendency by putting strings on one of his battalions. He was wont to sound off about orders and instruction from higher headquarters, but he carried out his orders with determination and singleness of purpose. He was never unreasonable. Colonel Puller could always be depended upon to give you his best and his best was always in combat. He detested administrative chores.”

Colonel Homer Litzenberg, Commander, 7th Marine Regiment. Litzenberg was Smith’s most difficult subordinate, and had to be watched more closely than the other two regimental commanders, but did the most outstanding work in the Chosin campaign. Smith noted, “Colonel Litzenberg had considerable staff background. This is reflected in the handling of his regiment. He planned methodically and executed methodically. He was consistently abreast of his situation. The division received a flow of messages from him setting forth his requirements and giving information of the enemy, but he was prone to keep the division somewhat in the dark as to his own tactical situation. It was therefore difficult at times to measure his requirements against his tactical situation. His manner was quiet but convincing. He did not have the flair of Colonel Puller, but his regiment always did a workmanlike job. He was always very loyal to his regiment to the extent that he sometimes lost his perspective with regard to the division as a whole. Some of these remarks may appear to

5 Ibid., 167.
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be critical. They are made in an attempt to fully describe Colonel Litzenberg’s temperament and capabilities. His performance as a whole was magnificent."  

**Lieutenant Colonel Raymond Murray, Commander, 5th Marine Regiment.**
Murray was 37 years old and was the most junior of the three regimental commanders. General Graves Erskine had given Murray command of the regiment before Smith arrived and Smith could have assigned a more senior Colonel to take the regiment to Korea, but decided to give Murray a fair shot. Smith thought “Colonel Murray was a fine figure of a man, tall, robust, and iron-jawed. His looks alone stamped him as a leader. He did not have the staff background of Colonel Litzenberg or the flair of Colonel Puller, but he was an inspiring leader. He never spared himself. He used imagination in the handling of his regiment, but was not reckless. Administration was not Colonel Murray’s strong suit, but fortunately he was blessed with able executive officers. Colonel Murray was not a fair weather Marine; it was reassuring to have him in there when the going was tough.”

**Lieutenant Colonel Ray Davis, Commander, 1st Battalion, 7th Marines.**
Davis was 35 years old when he was a Battalion Commander in Korea, but by that time he had already amassed an impressive combat record. He was a man of few words who relied on neither tough talk nor gruffness to inspire his Marines, but rather on his uncanny ability to retain his composure while at the center of any fray – no matter how tough. His reputation as a “ferocious battalion commander” had been well-earned by the time of Chosin. Davis grew up in Atlanta, Georgia and graduated from Georgia Tech University in 1938. He had been enrolled in the Reserve U.S. Army ROTC Program, but resigned from this program and accepted a commission as an active duty officer in the Marine Corps upon graduation. He studied under Chesty Puller at The Basic School in Philadelphia and, having impressed Puller, later served with him in the 1st Marine Division during World War II on Guadalcanal, New Guinea, and New Britain. As a major, he commanded 1st Battalion, 1st Marines under Chesty Puller’s 1st Marines during the assault on Pelelieu in 1944, ultimately earning a Navy Cross when he refused evacuation after being wounded in the leg and personally leading a counter-attack against a Japanese banzai charge. Davis was serving as a Battalion Inspector-Instructor in Chicago when Puller tapped his unit to join the forming 1st Marine Division for upcoming operations in Korea. When Davis got to Camp Pendleton, his unit was quickly disbanded to flush out other units, but Davis took the initiative and stood up the 7th Marines’ 1st Battalion by recruiting disparate and unassigned Marines from Camp Pendleton and Barstow who wanted to fight in Korea. Davis simply asked them to join him while driving around in an old jeep, and they did in large numbers to form the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines – Puller’s former battalion

---

6 Ibid., 167-168.
7 Ibid., 168.
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on Guadalcanal. Davis’s superior combat leadership and ability to stay calm in any crisis were well known to Smith and all of the regimental commanders as the division went north up to Chosin.

Captain William Barber, Commander, Fox Company, 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines. Barber was a 30 year-old captain in November 1950 who had grown up in Dehart, Kentucky. He was the eighth of ten children. Barber was a gifted young child who read everything he could get his hands on, ultimately graduating from his high school as valedictorian when he just 15. He attended Morehead State Teachers College and, as a student there, enjoyed helping his siblings with their schoolwork and supporting his family financially when he could. Then in 1940, sensing there was a war coming, Barber suddenly dropped out of college and enlisted in the Marine Corps. Barber was such a good shot in boot camp that he was retained at Parris Island as a marksmanship instructor. After Pearl Harbor, Barber was transferred to the 1st Parachute Battalion in San Diego where he met his future wife at a USO club. After getting promoted to sergeant and marrying his USO sweetheart, Barber earned his commission due to his outstanding leadership abilities. He joined the 5th Marine Regiment as a new platoon commander just in time to land with them on Iwo Jima in February 1945. Due to the severe attrition of that battle, Barber was serving as a company commander by the time it was over. On Iwo Jima, Barber had won a Silver Star for rescuing two Marines who were pinned down by Japanese machine-gunners and a Purple Heart for being shot in the hand. Barber was stationed in Altoona, Pennsylvania training reservists when he got called up for duty in Korea. He eventually caught up with the 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines after it had already landed at Wonsan and had headed north. Barber was promptly assigned to command Fox Company, which was then at Koto-ri. Barber took one look at his Marines and was not impressed. He immediately ordered them to shave, clean their weapons, and told them to stop talking about being home for Christmas. He then told them to prepare for a conditioning hike the next morning. The Marines of Fox Company were not thrilled with their new skipper. One of the saltiest Marines in the Company – Private First Class Graydon Davis – groused, “Just what we need…some candy-ass captain who wants us to troop and stomp. What in hell is this war coming to?”
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Annex C
Discussion Guide

Part A: Lead up to the Chosin Reservoir.

1. Describe the context in which the 1st Marine Division approached its campaign in the Chosin Reservoir. What were the internal and external factors influencing its’ commanders? How important is it for a commander to understand the context in which their unit will be operating? What is the context your unit will be operating in? Should you discuss this context with your subordinate leaders to have a shared understanding with them? Do you think your subordinates’ understanding of the context is important?

- MajGen Smith faced a number of challenges in leading the Division to the Chosin Reservoir, from a refusal by HHQ to acknowledge the potential/reality of large-scale Chinese intervention and an aggressive operational plan that placed the Division at risk to a lack of support from Marine Corps leadership. In the face of these challenges, his foresight, operational experience, and conviction to do what he thought was right were critical to the future preservation and success of his Marines.

- As his higher commanders became increasingly detached from the realities on the ground (ominously similar to his WWII experience at Peleliu), he took deliberate measures to set the conditions for the Division to succeed and increase the resiliency of the force.

2. Our Commandant has spoken recently about the sacred responsibilities of “Commandership.” How would you define “Commandership,” and is it different from leadership? What are the differences between “commandership” and leadership?

- Commandership is a broader view/approach to a situation while appreciating the context within which events are occurring. Commandership is the art of applying leadership within this context and creating an environment/climate/culture that sets the conditions for successful operations.

- Some of the elements that contributed to MajGen Smith’s commandership included foresight, operational competence/experience, relationships with
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higher (Almond), lateral (Harris and Joyce) and subordinate commanders, and a maneuver warfare/offensive mindset.

3. Discuss General Smith’s actions up to 15 November 1950. What has he done to prepare the emotional and physical infrastructure and resilience of the Marines and Sailors in his division? Is it possible for a commander to “set the conditions” for the projection of combat power and physical courage on the battlefield, or is courage an intensely personal characteristic? How? Is it possible for a commander to “set the conditions” for the projection of ethical power and moral courage in the barracks, in the work place, or on liberty? How would a commander go about doing this?

- **MajGen Smith** operated on 2 simple principles while in command: prepare for the worst and be optimistic when it comes. These principles manifested themselves throughout the campaign in his assessment of the operational environment and deliberate decisions to mitigate the risk to his force.

- He effectively set the conditions for physical and moral success through his modeling of desired behaviors, demonstrated trust in his commanders and staff, and leveraging of Marine culture, ethos, and heritage in preparing the Division for the fight ahead.

- On a more practical side, he took direct measures to enhance the resolve of the force. His focus on securing the lines of communication and ensuring the physical infrastructure was in place to ensure access to supplies and casualty evacuation provided a level of confidence in his Marines to endure the challenges ahead and added to their resiliency, both during combat operations and in their future retelling of the events.

- These actions helped to build resiliency during the campaign and upon their return home (left the battlefield with dignity and protected the honor of the Marine Corps).

4. Are professional competence and excellence shown by commanders and ethical conduct shown by Marines mutually reinforcing? How so? How important is it for Marines to have assuredness in the professional competence of their commanders? Will this affect their conduct and performance?

- **Marines expect a balance of both technical competence and moral character in their leaders.** Trust is built upon this balance and any shift in
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the equilibrium can result in a loss of confidence or belief in their ability to accomplish the mission.

• The physical and mental hardships endured by Marines during the Chosin Reservoir campaign provide a classic example of the criticality of this trust. This same level of trust and confidence did not exist within the Army units, for a number of reasons, and led to instances of near total collapse (TF 31 on the eastern side of the Reservoir).

Part B: Attacks and Consolidation.

1. In Part A, we looked at some of the differences between “Commandership” and “Leadership” as commonly understood in the Marine Corps. General Smith took several precautionary measures and actions to set the conditions for the projection of combat power and displays of physical and moral courage on the battlefield. How did General Smith’s moral courage, character, and intellect prepare his Marines for when the division was attacked by 7 Chinese Divisions?

• MajGen Smith made some key decisions during the campaign that set the conditions for success. These included:
  o Slowed movement which preserved the opportunity to consolidate and mutually support
  o Secured key terrain (Hagaru-ri) and LOCs that ultimately facilitated a breakout
  o Built airfields which allowed resupply and more importantly the evacuation of casualties (practical and moral aspects)
  o Staged supplies in anticipation of a longer conflict (WWII experience of Peleliu).

• These actions provided the Division a level of confidence they could not be defeated even against overwhelming odds. The issue was never in doubt in the mind of MajGen Smith and that feeling permeated throughout the Division based upon his actions.

2. Every large military command has a culture, a command climate, and several “sub-climates” existing within the larger climate set by the Commander. Do you think General Smith’s intellectual powers, moral courage, and foresight enabled positive “sub-climates” within the 1st Marine Division, or was he just very lucky to have commanders like Ray Davis and “Chesty” Puller? Discuss Captain Barber’s leadership of Fox Company, particularly his calm handling of the two Marines who were trying to run away from the fight. Was his compassion appropriate?
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- MajGen Smith’s combination of professional competence, high moral character, and vision/foresight created an environment for positive climates to develop within the Division. He undoubtedly had competent subordinate commanders but he was responsible for creating the environment to maximize their capabilities and set the conditions for their success. He accomplished this by creating an environment of mutual trust, providing clear guidance, and demonstrating the will to persevere.

- Captain Barber, and many other leaders within the Division, displayed a high level of human understanding and empathy. These qualities allowed them to relate to their Marines and provide effective leadership under extremely adverse conditions. Not only were they enduring the same hardships, but their empathy earned them the trust and respect of their subordinates that allowed them to accomplish the impossible.

3. Consider the below quote from the personal notes of General Smith from when he was stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia, early in his career with “Chesty” Puller from a talk he gave entitled: “Panic.”

   a. “Military training is not solely a question of instructing your unit in handling weapons, in solving tactical problems or military technique. It is these things, of course, but much more besides. It is also the transformation of psychological crowds into companies, battalions, and regiments. Once mutual confidence is built up, the officer or man, whatever his rank, who by word or action injures this fragile psychological armor of an army, sins against his brother. In so doing he is transforming the army back into a crowd.”

How did General Smith strengthen the psychological armor of the 1st Marine Division? How will you do it for your unit? Compare and contrast the “commandership” of General Almond and General Smith and the impact this had on the sub-climates existing within their respective units.

- MajGen Smith leveraged the Marine Corps’ ethos and culture to strengthen the psychological armor of the Division. Capitalizing on the shared experience from entry level training, previous combat experience, our history and traditions, and most importantly by maintaining an offensive mindset (attacking or preparing to attack), he built resolve throughout the Division. This resolve would prove critical throughout the fight at Chosin but maybe more importantly when Marines returned home. Korea was a quickly forgotten conflict that was viewed by many as a failure. Yet, the Marine Corps continues to celebrate the operational competence of the Division and the small unit/individual bravery and
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courage of the Marines that participated. This can be attributed directly to the command structure of MajGen Smith. His leadership provided a level of resiliency to his Marines that carried forward throughout their lives.

- In contrast to MajGen Smith’s command structure and foresight, Army leadership did not properly prepare their soldiers for the demands of conflict in Korea. From a lack of cold weather gear and a failure to appreciate the operational and tactical pictures to the continued belief this would be a short conflict and everyone would be home by Christmas, Army leadership did not set the conditions for success.

- LTGEN Almond’s character and leadership style increased the potential for his detachment and lack of clear operational vision. Careerist tendencies prevented him from acknowledging the tactical situation on the ground and accurately informing General MacArthur of the deteriorating operational picture. His ego and lack of mutual trust with his subordinates led him to discount their assessments and continue to be recklessly aggressive. The resulting overextension of the X Corps placed his units in a situation that would require the level of command structure inherent in MajGen Smith to achieve success.

- The Korean Conflict caught the country by surprise and there was a general lack of preparedness across the military services. This manifested itself through the ad hoc formation of combat units in both the Army and the Marine Corps but we had a stronger and more developed culture to fall back upon. From “Every Marine a Rifleman” to “First to Fight”, our ethos and heritage provided a foundation to build an effective fighting force prepared for the challenges they would face.

4. Discuss the unhappy fate of Task Force MacLean/Faith. Many of these soldiers fought very bravely and, in fact, protected the Hagaru-ri airfield from being over-run for the four days prior to 1 December. LtCol Faith was posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. Many soldiers also bravely afterwards became defenders of Hagaru-ri. But what factors led to the disintegration of its military structure? Compare and contrast Task Force Faith with LtCol Ray Davis’ 1/7.

- TF Faith was a microcosm of the differences between the Services. Unprepared for the challenges that lay ahead, it was an ad hoc unit quickly formed from regular army units and South Korean conscripts to perform a mission that was underestimated in its complexity. Lacking the discipline, identity, and culture of the Marine Corps, when faced with extreme adversity the unit came apart. This was not a reflection of the poor leadership of any one individual but rather a non-cohesive unit
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lacking a strong identity or trust in one another that was ultimately given an impossible mission.

5. Finally, where do units like LtCol Ray Davis’ 1st Battalion, 7th Marines, and Captain Bill Barber’s Fox Company come from? What imbues units like these with such esprit de corps, courage, and fortitude that they can still move and inspire us? Does it take the crucible of combat to produce units like this? Why, or why not?

- In the book “Battle Ready”, General Zinni describes Marine culture and ethos as follows:
  o Our first identity as Marines is to be a Marine. We are not primarily fighter pilots, scuba divers, tank drivers, computer operators, cooks, or whatever. The proper designation for each Marine from privates to generals is “Marine”
  o Every Marine has to be qualified as a rifleman. Every Marine is a fighter. We have no rear area types. All of us are warriors
  o We feel stronger about our traditions than any other service. We salute the past. This is not merely ritual or pageantry. It is part of the essence of the Marine Corps. One of the essential subjects every Marine has to know is his corps’ history; he has to take that in and make it an essential part of himself
  o We carry a sense of responsibility for those who went before us, which ends up meaning a lot to Marines who are in combat. We don’t want to let our predecessors down or taint our magnificent heritage

- The above description is as relevant today as it was for the Marines fighting at Chosin. This culture and ethos provides the foundation for everything we do in preparation for and execution of combat operations. Through the study of the Chosin Reservoir campaign, parallels can be drawn and lessons taught to Marines about the importance of this identity and our responsibility as Marines to embrace, sustain, and improve our culture.
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Part C: Breakout.

1. What does this case study teach us about the nature of “commandership,” moral courage, and the linkage between professional excellence and discipline among the troops?

- *The Marine Corps has benefited from outstanding commandership throughout its history but it is not guaranteed for the future. We all have a responsibility to ourselves and to our Marines to continue to study and grow as leaders. Marines will only be as competent, disciplined, professional, and of high moral character as the men and women that lead them.*

2. The Chosin campaign was conspicuous for the number of Marines receiving Congressional Medals of Honor, Navy Crosses, and several other awards for valor and heroism. Yet Smith, and years later Barrow, would both attribute the 1st Marine Division’s remarkable success to such actions as Marines properly putting their tents away, moral values in maintaining order and discipline, and shaving. What do you make of this? Compare Smith’s and Barrow’s comments above to the description Fehrenbach gave of the Marines in Part A, noting the importance of Marine Staff NCO’s and NCO’s to accomplishing the mission. Does the professional excellence of commanders set conditions for NCO’s properly enforcing discipline?

- *The Chosin Reservoir campaign provides numerous examples of Marines from all backgrounds and MOS’s displaying courage and valor. Their actions were aligned with our ethos and culture and contributed to the high standards and expectations of Marines today. The individual and small unit discipline that ensured success was a result of our culture and the climate established within the Division.*

3. In his book *Achilles in Vietnam*, (currently on the Commandant’s Reading List), Jonathan Shay notes that studies have shown an increase in pessimism, cynicism, and the “undoing of character” among troops in units commanded by those who do not demonstrate sustained professional competence and excellence. What does the “commandership” of the commanders in the 1st Marine Division at the Chosin Reservoir teach us about this.

- *MajGen Smith’s principles of prepare for the worst and be optimistic when it comes can be seen throughout campaign. No matter how bad the situation appeared, Marines never lost faith that their leaders and the Marine Corps would take care of them. They trusted the Marine in the*
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foxhole next to them, the lieutenant bleeding alongside them, the Colonel choking down the same frozen C rations, and the General that had the foresight to prepare for an impossible situation. This trust allowed them to continue to believe they were going win no matter how many Chinese battalions attacked their positions or how much the temperature dropped. They believed they were going to win, and they did.

4. Finally, what do you make of the fact that although several other successful American military campaigns have become synonymous with the names of the generals or admirals who commanded them, yet the Chosin Reservoir Campaign remains to this day all about the 1st Marine Division, and more broadly, the institution of the United States Marine Corps and the ethos of our individual Marines. In fact, Marines today even take ownership of the accomplishments of the Marines of the “Frozen Chosin.” Why is this? Why do you think General O. P. Smith would want it that way? How do you want your Marines to remember your command years into the future?

- The Marine identity will always be our greatest strength and can never be allowed to diminish. From our physical fitness and how we wear our uniforms to our readiness to fight tonight, warrior ethos, and trust in one another we must remain fanatical in the protection of our culture and continue to accomplish any assigned mission.
Appendix 1:
Case Study User’s Guide
Case Study User’s Guide

“We need every Marine and Sailor to seek creative solutions to today’s and tomorrow’s complex problems…. to ensuring we can Innovate, Adapt, and Win!” Marine Operating Concept

1. Purpose: Provide unit leaders with information on how to lead small group case studies.

2. Intent:

   a. Purpose: The purpose of case studies is to use historical scenarios as an analytical guide for: 1) professional discussion and debate in pursuit of solutions to current real-world problems and leadership challenges; and 2) developing the critical thinking and creative decision-making abilities of participants. Case studies are also an effective way to rehearse the practical application of leadership and ethical principles (reps and sets), to demonstrate the value of diversity in decision-making, to connect Marines with their legacy of character and competence in a meaningful way, and to strengthen team cohesion.

   b. Methodology:

      (1) Case studies are conducted in a Socratic, student-centered learning environment where the students take the lead in the discovery process, guided by the instructor. Rather than serving as a lecturing “sage on the stage,” the instructor functions as a facilitator, moderator, devil’s advocate, and fellow-student who guides discussion with thought provoking questions intended to draw out key themes and principles and to exploit teachable moments that emerge from the dynamic interaction. Unlike lectures, case study discussions unfold without a detailed script or pre-determined outcomes -- the aim is to teach participants how to think rather than what to think.

      (2) Successful case study discussions rely heavily on both preparation and spontaneity. A precondition for a successful case study is all participants have thoroughly studied and analyzed the associated historic narrative, supporting materials, and assignment questions and are prepared to challenge the group with their unique experienced-based insights. Additionally, the instructor must be prepared to stimulate thought-provoking discussion through targeted, thematic, open-ended questions; all-hands prompting; cold-calls; follow-ups; and summations. Thorough preparation and effective moderation in an environment of mutual respect set the conditions for a rich free-exchange of ideas and unconstrained learning.

      (3) Effective case study leaders guide students to discover unchanging principles applicable to current challenges, alternatives to conventional wisdom, and new approaches to problem solving across key themes and focus areas relevant to the Marine Corps. The following are examples of pertinent interest areas which should emerge naturally from case narratives and provide direction for continued discussion and debate:
(a) **Warfighting Themes**
   - Nature/Character of Warfare
   - Command and Leadership
   - Strategic and Military Culture
   - Learning and Adaptation
   - Maneuver Warfare
   - Geography
   - Sustainment
   - Unity of Effort

(b) **Advance to Contact -- Five Vital Areas**
   - People
   - Readiness
   - Training/Simulation/Experimentation
   - Integration with the Naval and Joint Force
   - Modernization and Technology

(c) **Marine Operating Concept – Five Critical Tasks**
   - Integrate the Naval force to fight at and from the sea
   - Evolve the MAGTF
   - Operate with resilience in a contested-network environment
   - Enhance our ability to maneuver
   - Exploit the competence of the individual Marine

**c. Desired Outcomes:** Case studies are intended to achieve the following goals:

1. Develop student skills in critical thinking, creative problem-solving, decision-making, communication, and leadership.

2. Involve more personnel in the pursuit of solutions to current operational and leadership challenges.

3. Provide personnel with an effective way to rehearse the practical application of leadership and ethical principles (reps and sets)

4. Demonstrate the value of diversity in decision-making.

5. Educate Marines on the nature of war and the principles of warfighting.

6. Encourage students to have more responsibility for their learning, and promote skills, practices, and disciplines that enable lifelong learning and independent problem-solving.

7. Demonstrate an effective method of teaching that can be replicated by participants with future students.

8. Connect Marines with their legacy of character and competence in a meaningful way.
(9) Strengthen team cohesion.

3. Case Study Preparation.

a. Student Responsibilities: The primary responsibility of students preparing for a case study class is to thoroughly study and analyze the associated historic narrative, supporting materials, and assignment questions. The goal of preparation is not simply to be prepared to regurgitate facts and chronologies but rather to – understand the “big picture” as well as the game-changing “little details”; identify key themes and principles as well as their applicability to current challenges; identify key causal relationships in their complexity; identify the primary problems and dilemmas faced by protagonists; and identify key decision makers, factors which influenced their decision-making calculus, consequences of their decisions, and alternative approaches to their decisions and actions. Drawing from their personal knowledge and experiences, students should prepare to contribute insightfully and creatively to the group learning environment. If possible students should seek opportunities to discuss the materials with other students before the case study session.

b. Case Study Leader Responsibilities: In preparing for the discussion, the leader must become fully conversant with the facts of the case, and should conduct the same analysis he/she expects the group to engage in. Beyond that basic requirement, the leader must prepare both content and process, including a clear set of teaching/learning objectives, a call list, a board plan, an opening question, discussion probes, transitions, follow-up questions, and closing comments. The leader must also prepare the discussion venue – audio/visual requirements, seating arrangement/assignments, supplemental materials, etc. Thorough preparation includes learning about the backgrounds of the students (ideally a small group) in order to develop and informed call plan that maximized the richness of their diverse experiences. Case study leaders should be prepared to start and end the session on time while ensuring all-hands participation and adequate time to summarize group outcomes. Finally, case study leaders should have a plan to collect and share post-event critiques.

4. Case Study Execution:

a. Student Responsibilities: Students should be ready to start on time and to positively contribute to the learning environment, understanding that there are no passive observers in case study sessions. Effective participation balances active, analytical listening with constructive comments, critique, and debate that draws out and expand upon major learning points. Students must be ready to take intellectual risks and to challenge status quo and group think, while remaining receptive to differing viewpoints and while maintaining mutual respect among participants. Critical thinking must never devolve into cynical thinking, and animated discussions must never become aggravated discussions.

b. Case Study Leader Responsibilities: The case study leader (CSL) sets the stage by introducing the material, establishing the learning objectives, explaining the rules of engagement, and starting the discussion pasture. The case study leader actively manages class flow and structure, while responding flexibly to student comments. The CSL poses challenging questions, cold/warm calls, and follow-ups to promote high quality class discussion; stimulates thoughtful
student-to-student discussion and encourages participation from all students; draws on student background information in guiding the class discussion; provides closure to discussion segments with appropriate transitions; and finally, concludes the session with appropriate synthesis, takeaways, and recommendations for further study and actions.

5. Keys to Success. The quality of a case study session is determined by the quality of the questions asked and answers given. Harvard Business School Professor C. Roland Christensen described case method teaching as “the art of asking the right question, of the right student, at the right time—and in the right way.”

The “right” questions promote learning and discovery, pique student interest, and yield dynamic discussions. Questions themselves cannot exist in isolation, but instead form part of the basic triad of questioning, listening, and responding. Asking a question entails active listening and a thoughtful response—often in the form of another question or follow-up probe. Good questions take into account the specific audience (What are the students’ needs, interests, and abilities?), the pedagogical goals of the class (What are the key learning objectives? Why should students care?), and the content and class plan (Which case features are relevant, surprising, confusing, etc.? How is the material sequenced?). Whether it calls for analysis, encourages debate, or solicits recommendations for action, a question is most effective when it fits the needs of a specific class context and helps guide students individually and collectively towards discovery and learning.1

The below sample questions (a slightly modified list from Harvard Business School) are provided for consideration.2 These sample questions are organized into four main categories, which mirror the four major ways in which a discussion leader uses questions:

a. Starting a discussion: Framing students’ approach to the case study. At the beginning of case discussions, questions involving assessment, diagnosis, or recommendation/action tend to be more effective for stimulating learning than purely descriptive questions such as “What is the situation?” or “What are the issues?”

(1) Assessment:
“How serious is the situation?
“How successful is this [protagonist]?”
“How attractive is the opportunity under consideration?”
“What’s at stake here?”

(2) Diagnosis:
“What is the most significant problem/challenge faced by the [protagonist]?”
“Who or what is [responsible/to blame] for the crisis faced by the [protagonist]?”
“Why has the [protagonist] performed so well/poorly?”

---

1 “Questions for Class Discussions”, C. Roland Christensen Center for Teaching and Learning, Harvard Business School
2 Ibid. Note: The list of questions provided, along with their explanations, are only slightly modified from the above reference, though detailed quoting and footnoting has been omitted to avoid confusion to the reader.
“As [the case protagonist], what keeps you up at night? What are you most worried about?”

(3) **Recommendation/Action:**

“Which of the [three] options presented in the case would you pursue?

“What would you recommend to the [protagonist]?

“What would be your plan of action?

**b. Following up:** Responding to student comments by probing for more depth (drilling down), opening up the discussion to more participants (moving laterally), or asking for generalization/reflection/synthesis (linking up). Case study leaders should consider that, while follow-ups are necessary to guide the discussion and challenge students, excessive interventions can lead to instructor-focused, hub-and-spoke exchanges. Greater depth of analysis can be achieved through general probes and questions exploring underlying assumptions and boundary conditions.

(1) **General probes:**

“Why?”

“Could you say a little more about that?”

“Could you walk us through your logic/thought process?”

“What leads you to that conclusion?”

“How did you come up with that estimate?”

“Do we have any evidence to support that?”

“How did you interpret that exhibitQuote/data/information?”

“Why is that important?”

“What are the implications?”

(2) **Underlying assumptions and boundary conditions:**

“What indicators/measures/criteria are you using to support your analysis?

“What are you assuming with respect to [x, y, z]?

“Do you have any concerns? How might they be addressed?”

“If we assume [x] instead of [y], does that change your conclusion/recommendation?”

“What would it take for you to change your conclusion/recommendation?”

“Was the outcome inevitable? “Could it have been prevented?”

“To what extent was the [protagonist] just lucky?”

“Is that consistent with [another student’s earlier point]?”

“How does this compare with what we discussed/concluded previously?”

(3) **To open the discussion to other students:** Although the instructor may call on another student without responding at all to the previous comment, it is often helpful to provide some guidance for the subsequent contributor. It is particularly useful to indicate whether the next student should respond directly to the previous comment or not.

(a) **The questions may be prefaced by framing statements such as:**

“Let’s stick with this”

“[Student X] is arguing [y].”
“Any reactions?”
“What about that?” “What do you think?” “Is that right?” “Any concerns?” “Do you buy that?” “Any questions for [previous student]?”
“Who would like to build on [previous student]’s point?”
“Does everyone agree?”
“Does anyone see it differently?”
“Can someone help us [work through this analysis, resolve this confusion]?”
“Can anyone address [student x]’s concern?”

(b) Broadening the discussion:
“Other perspectives?”
“Are we missing anything?”
“Are there other issues we should consider?”
“Who can reconcile these different interpretations/conclusions/points of view?”

(4) To encourage generalization, reflection, or synthesis: Case study leaders can help students integrate new concepts and internalize takeaways by challenging them to link key learnings to broader leadership issues or experiences from their own lives:
“What do you take away from today’s discussion/case?”
“What’s the moral of this story?”
“Why should leaders care about these issues?”
“In what other situations would the lessons/principles of today’s case apply?”
“Has anyone confronted a similar challenge in their own work experience?”

c. Transitioning: Bridging the current situation with the next discussion block, which may include checking for student comprehension before moving on. Transitions are often preceded by two types of questions: 1) comprehension-checking questions that invite questions or final thoughts, and 2) framing questions that link the current situation to the new one.
“Have we missed anything important?”
“Any final comments before we move on?”
“Before we get into [x], are there any questions?”
“Is everyone comfortable moving on to […]?”
“Now that we’ve established [x], what about [y]?”
“In light of our discussion of [x], what should we do about [y]?”
“What are the implications of [x]?”
“So we’re clear on [x]—shall we move on to [y]?”
“Before getting into the details, how do we think about how we should approach the analysis?”

d. Handling special challenges: There are a variety of student contributions that can create challenges for discussion leadership. Examples include tangential, non-sequitur, long, complex, and/or confusing comments. Instructors also may find it difficult to know how best to respond to incorrect answers or the use of offensive or inappropriate language by a student. In many of these instances, it may be difficult to redirect or refocus the comment without interrupting the student. To capture the student’s attention and reduce the likelihood of causing offense or embarrassment, it is helpful to begin the response by making eye contact, saying the
student’s name, and offering a neutral-to-complimentary observation such as –
“That’s an interesting perspective,”
“You’re raising some important issues,”
“I hear you saying that [. . . ].”

(1) **Tangential or non-sequitur comments:**
“How does that relate to what [previous student] was saying?”
“Let’s hold off on that for the moment. Can we first resolve the [issue/debate] on the table?”
“We’ll get to that a little later in the discussion. Let’s stay with [previous student]’s question.”
“Let’s park that [on the side board], and I’ll look for you when we get to [later discussion topic]”

(2) **For esoteric contributions:**
“Why don’t we take that off-line.”

(3) **Long, rambling comments:**
“You’re raising a number of issues. Let’s focus on [x].”
“It sounds like you’re concerned about [x]. Let’s explore that.”
“So you basically disagree with [the previous student] because [x, y]. [To previous student]: would you like to respond?”
“I hear you saying [x]. Does everyone agree?”
“What’s the headline?”

(4) **Complex or confusing comments:**
“Let’s slow this down for a minute.”
“Let’s take it one step at a time.”
“How would you explain that to someone unfamiliar with technical language?”
“Let’s keep it simple.”
“Before digging into the numbers/details, let’s make sure we understand the basic intuition.”
“You mention [x]. I’m not sure everyone is familiar with that concept. Could you clarify?”
“I just want to make sure I understand your argument. You’re saying [. . . ]?”

(5) **Incorrect answers:** Incorrect answers might stem from a lack of preparation, legitimate confusion, or other causes, such as ambiguous questions or lack of clear direction. For factually incorrect comments containing minor inaccuracies not central to the discussion, it is often appropriate for the instructor to respond with a gentle correction. Faulty or incomplete analysis can serve as a learning opportunity for the student and the class. Ideally, the instructor will 1) not abandon the student, 2) not confuse other students by letting incorrect answers pass unchallenged, and 3) address the reason for the misperception, not just the misperception itself. When possible, the instructor should guide the student or his/her classmates to correct the error.
“Where in the case did you find that?”
“Could you walk us through how you came up with that?”
“Did anyone come up with a different answer?” “Let’s see if we can reconcile these different results.”
“This is a particularly complex analysis. Let’s make sure the basic assumptions are clear.”

(6) Offensive or inappropriate language:
“Would you like to take another shot at/rephrase that?”
“Hold on just a second. Do you want to try that again?”
“In less colorful language?”

6. Conclusion: Past is prologue – history sets the context for the present. Case studies are a highly effective and enjoyable way to learn lessons from the past and apply them to future current and future challenges. Case studies provide valuable reps and sets for the development of critical thinking and creative decision-making abilities, while promoting teambuilding and collaborative problem-solving. Importantly, effective case studies require rigorous preparation and pre-work by all participants. Students must come fully prepared to positively contribute to a dynamic group learning environment through thought provoking commentary, active listening, real-time analysis, and constructive discussion and debate. Case study leaders must be prepared stimulate and sustain fruitful discussion and debate through questioning, while managing the discussion through the artful balance of structure and flexibility. While adroit case study leaders know how to bring a case study session to a logical conclusion, a successful case study should leave participants with a sense that the discussion has only just begun, and everyone should walk away with heightened interest in autonomous learning and problem-solving.

Officers are expected to have a solid foundation in military theory and a knowledge of military history and the timeless lessons to be gained from it. MCDP 1